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WHO'S WHO I PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH 
Eastern picks new president 
William Perry named 
next president at 
end of Eastern' s 
presidential search 
By Ashley Rueff 
Senior UniVersrty Reporter 
Bill Perry of Texas A&M 
University will succeed President 
Lou Hencken as Eastem's 10th 
sitting president. 
The Board of Trustees 
introduced Perry Tuesday afternoon 
at a special board meeting as 
Eascern's nt:xt president, pending 
the signing of an employment 
agreement. Perry's 6ve-year-comract 
includes a $260,000 yearly salary 
and a $32,289 housing allowance. 
Perry followed President 
Hencken into che University 
Ballroom of the Marcin Luther 
King Jr. University Union and 
approached the podiwn following 
his inuoduction. 
"Thank you co the board and 
co the comrniuee for a wonderful 
search process that has led me co 
this place ro be wich you," Perry 
said. "The opporrunity co serve 
Eastern Illinois University is one 
I look forward co with the utmost 
enthusiasm and energy." 
The Board of Trustees chose 
Perry from three candidates 
recommended by che presidential 
search advisory commitcee. The 
other cwo candidaces were Blair 
Lord, Eascem's provost and vice 
presidenc for academic affairs, and 
Sue Kiefer Hammersmith, provost 
and vice chancellor for academic 
affairs at the University ofWisconsin 
ac Green Bay. 
"He's the right man for this 
time," said Julie Nimmons, Board 
ofTruscecs member. "We had three 
excellent candidates, but he's the 
right man for chis time." 
Board Chair Leo Welch said 
there was an immediate connection 
becwecn Perry and the board. 
His eagerness co be involved with 
Eastern amacced che board co him. 
"When you interview a candidate 
and be knows more than you do 
(about the campus), ic gives you 
pause," joked Roben Webb, chair 
of che search comrnirree and vice 
chair of the board. "We felt he was 
the best march for che university ac 
chis particular time. He can provide 
the kind of leadership that would 
help us meec che challenges char che 
university faces." 
Also at che meeting, Perry, 61, 
was approved as a professor with 
tenure in che mathemacics and 
computer sciences · department at 
Eastern. 
Charles Delman, a mathematics 
professor and president of 
Eascern's chapter of the University 
Professionals of Illinois, said he got 
co meet Perry Tuesday morning 
before che board meeting when 
NORA MABERRY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS 
New Eastern President William Perry walks to the Board of Trustees meeting with former President Lou Hencken outside of Old Main on April 11. 
Perry was announced as president at the Board of Trustees meeting on April 11 and took over as Eastern's chief administrator on July 1. 
Perry mec with his deparonent co 
discuss the possibility of teaching ac 
Eastern. 
Delman said he appreciated 
Perry's respect for the mathematics 
deparcmenc and irs faculty. "I chink 
he's superb," Delman said. "I think 
he has a rremeodous record behind 
him of accomplishmenc." 
Perry also caught mathematics 
ac Texas A&M in addition ro 
his position as provost and vice 
president for academic affairs. 
He said he wasn't shopping for 
a new job, buc was contacted by 
search consultant Elaine Hairston 
and inviced co add his reswne to 
the 57 ocher applications for the 
position at Eastern. 
"I finally said, 'all righc, 1'11 
participate in the process. Lee's 
see what happens,'" Perry said. 
"Everything 6c together. I was 
approached, then I was impressed 
and now I'm excited." 
Hairsron said Perry is an 
exceptionally strong candidate and 
she was pleased with the search 
committee's work. 
From the beginning, she said 
the committee was thoughtful 
and specific in deciding which 
characteristics would be besc for 
Eascem's nexc presidenc. 
"There's a lor of inreresc in 
Eastern Illinois University because 
you are a very well known and 
highly respecced university,'' 
Hairston said. 
Campus and community 
members filled the University 
Ballroom to hear the board's 
announcement, and later filcered 
into the Grand Ballroom and 
adjoining hallway as everyone lined 
up co shakt; Perry's hand during a 
reception. 
Mayor John Inyart said he was 
impressed with Perry during his 
lase visit to campus, and he wanted 
co meec him in person ac the 
reception. 
"The campus and the community 
overlap in so many ways chat ic's 
imporcanr that we're all on the same 
page," lnyarc said. He and Hencken 
have an "excellenc relationship" and 
he hopes the same will be crue with 
Perry. 
Faculty Senace Chair Assege 
Hailemariam was there to welcome 
Perry co Eastern on behalf of the 
faculty. She was also a member of 
the search committee and has been 
heavily involved with the search 
process since the beginning. 
"During his brief acceptance 
speech, Dr. Perry said chat he will 
work with the campus community 
'side by side and shoulder co 
shoulder,' and I appreciate that," 
Hailemariam said. 
Perrys speech encouraged 
Hailemariam to think Perry and 
Lord will be able to work well 
together even though Lord was also 
a finalise for the position. 
"Knowing the provost, and from 
che glimpse I have had of the new 
president, ic is my impression char 
they can work very well together," 
Hailemariam said. "This is a time 
of transition and opportunity. 
We muse come together to make 
Eastern a first-choice comprehensive 
regional instirurion and co benefit 
our students." 
» SEE PERRY, PAGE 7 
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attends athletic events, 
and much more 
By Brian O'Malley and Laura 
Griffith 
Ac every foo1ball game chere 
is a dark figure in a foorball jersey 
lurking along the sidelines, jumping 
up and down with the cheerleaders 
and gening che crowd inco che 
game. 
It's F..ascern's mascot, Prowler. 
Andrew White, cheer team 
adviser, said a mascot ts an ideal way 
to keep school spirit up. 
"The pancher represencs all of us," 
he said. "Prowler is a conglomorate 
of all people associated with Eastern 
lllinois University." 
Ac che end of every spring 
semester, students are allowed to try 
our ro be Eastc:rn's mascot. 
At the tryouts, the scudencs muse 
write a skit involving Prowler and 
act it out. 
"Ihey are also given a game 
situation and asked to respond che 
way a mascot would. 
White said Prowler should be at 
as many of Eascern's athlecic cvencs 
as possible. 
"The pancher is a busy entity on 
campus," he said. 
Thar is che main reason White 
cries co hire more ch.an one person 
ac a time co do che job. 
"It's nice co have differq,ic people 
because chcn the panther can make 
more appearance.\," he said. "And 
they're full-time slUdents; a lot of 
people don't know chat." 
In April 2005, chree students 
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Al£ PHOTO 
Prowler celebrates with a student during the 2005 Eastern homecoming 
parade. 
During chc summer, chc three 
srudencs rravcled ro mascot camp. 
The person playing Prowler is 
taught co do routines with the cheer 
ream char could be dangerous if not 
trained correctly. 
scores or businesses request a visit 
from Eastcm's mascot. 
White said because it's a panther, 
which is not necessarily a cuddly 
animal, some children are scared 
when Prowler arrives. 
cried ouc and all three were chosen 
because Whice said chcy were each 
creative and animated enough. 
Like most college mascots, 
Prowler's identity remains ~crec, 
but White likes it chat way. 
"We don't like celling people 
because instead of being Prowler 
the panther, it becomes the person 
in that suit," he said. 
Thconlypcoplechat know besides 
the student mascots chemsclvcs and 
the people who hired chem arc che 
cheerleaders. 
"The cheerleaders arc sworn co 
secrecy," White said. 
Tuscola Store I-lours: 
Besides showing up at spons 
events, 
Prowler has made appearances 
at Eastern dub mcerings and 
on-campus events. Prowler can 
sometimes be seen off campus when 
"When you sec a panther, they're 
not normally friendly," he said. 
M Prowler will give chem space ar first 
and then approach chem slowly, 
give chem their paw and most of the 
time they enjoy him." 
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WHO'S WHO I UNIVERSITY 
Meet the administration 
An army of 
administrators help 
run the day to day 
operations of Eastern 
Courtesy of the Warbler 
Blair Lord is the vice president 
of academic affairs and provost at 
Eastern. 
Lord has been 
provost for Easrern 
since Augusc 200 l. 
Lord works 
with the budget 
for che University 
and is responsible 
Blair Lord for any offices or 
buildings chat de.il wich 
academics. 
Jeff Cooley is the vice president 
for business affairs. 
He is responsible 
for Eastern budget 
coordination, Board 
of Trusrces Report 
l'rep.1racion, and 
Contract Review 
Jeff Cooley and Approval. 
Daniel Nadler is che vice 
president of srudent affairs. 
Nadler came co Eastern in 2005 
after working at Tulane Unhersity 
in New Orleans. 
N.1dleor O\•crsees c.ampus 
recreation, career . services, the 
wunsdmg center, financial aid, 
greek life, health service, including 
the health educarion resource cencer, 
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university housing and dining 
services, judicial affairs, orientation, 
student legal services, srudenc life, 
textbook rental, university police, 
and che university union. 
Jill Nilsen is the 
vice presidenc of 
external affairs. 
Nilsen works to 
strcngchen relations 
with internal and 
external University 
consriruencs and to 
Jill Nilsen increase awareness of 
che University's state 
and national image, increased 
public and private resources, and the 
advancement of quality academic 
programs. 
Dr. Robert M. Augustine 
currencly serves as Dean of che 
Graduate School, Research and 
lntematic mJ Programs. 
He holds a Ph.D. m 
Communication Sciences and 
Disorders from Southern Illinois 
University at Carbondale and is 
a certified and licensed speech· 
language pathologist. 
Diane H. Jackman has been the 
Dean of the College of Educuion 
and Professional Studies ac Eastern 
since 2006, replacing retiring dean 
Dr. Charles A. Rohn. 
Jackman served as associate 
dean of the College of Education at 
Northern Illinois University since 
September 2001. 
She previously served as 
chairwoman of che Department 
of Educational Srudics at Radford 
University in Radford, Va., and 
bas held teaching and directorship 
positions at Norch Dakota State 
University in Fargo, Oklahoma 
State University in Stillwaccr, the 
Umversity of Minnesota in St. Paul 
and the University of Maine at 
Farmington. 
Jackman holds her doctorate 
in education from the University 
of Minnesota, and master's 
and bachelor's degrees in home 
economics education from the 
University of Wisconsin-Stout. 
Dr. Mary Anne 
Hanner joined 
che faculty of the 
Departmenc of 
Communication 
Disorders and 
Sciences (COS) in 
Mary Anne 1981. 
Hanner She taught 
academic and 
clinical courses, served as che 
director of che Speech-Language-
Hearing Clinic and earned the 
faculty rank of full professor. 
She began her administrarive 
career as department chair of COS, 
was appointed acting dean of che 
College of Sciences in 2000 and 
named dean in 2002. 
William C. Hine is Dean of the 
School of Continuing Education 
at Ea5tern Illinob University and a 
professor of eduouion in the College 
of Education and Professional 
Studies. 
The School of Continuing 
Education is che bridge to the 
community beyond the campus 
2BARSIN1 
GREAT FOR FUNCflONS 
D ~E fLOOR 
LARGE AN fiO( ll 
Currently under care and looking for a Chiropractor at school? 
We will: 
•Review your case note from treating Dr. 's office 
•Discuss your case with current treating Dr. 
•Provide a schedule of care to help you reach your current treatment goals 
BACK TO HEALTH 
OUROPRACTIC ac NATURAL HF.ALTH CAR£ 
to provide credit and noncredit 
programs, degrees, certificates, 
workshops. seminars and 
conferences. 
Dean Hine received his 
doccorate from Indiana University, 
and has served on rhc: Board of 
Directors for che Association of 
Continuing Higher Education, che 
American Associacion for Adule 
and Continuing Education and 
che Christian Theological Seminary 
Board of Trustees .. 
After complering her graduate 
work at che University of Illinois, 
Dr. Diane Hoadley began her 
teaching career at rhe University of 
Souch Dakota. 
After several years of teaching 
in the areas of business law and 
health services administracion, she 
began to assume administrative 
roles and finished her career chere 
as the Acting Dean of rhe School of 
Business. 
She joined Eastern m 2002 as 
the Dean of chc Lumpkin College 
of Business and Applied Sciences. 
Dr. Bonnie 
Irwin began her 
career ac Eastern in 
1994 as a member 
of che English 
department, chere 
she taught Myth 
Bo . I . and Culcure and a nn1e rwin . f E 1. h variety o ng 1s 
courses. 
Dr. Ii-Win served as chair of che 
Faculcy Senate in 1999-2000; and 
she earned the rank of full professor 
in 2002. 
She became Dean of che Honors 
College in 2004. 
James K. Johnson began his 
career at Eastern in 1978 as che 
Chairperson of che An Oeparcmenc, 
where in addition co meeting his 
administrative duties he caught 
basic design and art appreciation 
courses. 
In 1993 he was appointed Aeting 
Dean of che College of Fine Ans and 
later Acting Dean of che College of 
Ans and Humanities. 
In che fall of 1994 he was 
appointed Dean of che College of 
Arts and Humanities. 
An MFA graduate of che 
University of Kansas in Design, 
Dean Johnson's work has been 
exhibited nationally in over 60 
major art venues, and he has been 
che recipient of many grancs. 
During his tenure at Eastern 
he has overseen several building 
projects, including the expansion of 
the Tarble Arts Center, che creation 
of The Burl Ives Studio Hall, and 
che renovation and expansion of che 
Doudna Fine Arts Center. 
Allen Lanham has served as dean 
of library serv~ces since 1991 , and 
holds a Ph.D. from the University 
of Rochester'~ Eastman School of 
Music and a MS in Library and 
Information Science from che 
University of Illinois. 
He is actively involved in 
incernational librarianship. 
l:.anti:un has recently worked 
with the .U.S. Seate Department in 
its library speaker series and visitors 
program. 
9 East Market View Drive 
Cha mpaign , IL 61820 
Get CASH for gently 
used Teen and Adult 
clothing! ! www.platoscloset.com 
check out this week's 
specials and events! 
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WHO'S WHO I CAMPUS 
WEIU provides tunes and tv for students 
Award winning TV station 
gives students the chance to 
be on air talent 
By Daniel LaDeur 
WEIU-FM, bercer known as the Hit-
Mix ar 88.9 on the dial, is the only live and 
local Charleston radio scacion. This is the 
emphasis of everything the sration does, co 
be the voice of Charleston. 
Whether ir's by having a morning 
show that reports the local news or by 
broadcasring the local high school basketball 
games, WEIU ·FM makes sure that before 
ic does anything dse it keeps its lisceners 
informed. 
The DJs ac rhe Hit·~1ix are a funi)y of 
dedicated srudencs, who work bard,ro master 
their craft of radio. 
"We have fun, were just like one 
big family," said Jennifer Smith, senior 
communication studies major and host of 
the morning show. 
WEJU-FM, on the fust Boor of the 
Buzzard Building, offers students a chance 
co gee starred in radio broadcasting early in 
their careers. There are many opporcuniries 
co work ac the radio station including an 
on-air DJ spot, sports broadcasting or even 
working as a sales representative. 
"It's a good chance co gain experience 
in radio, so rhat when you graduate you 
are job ready," said Jared Schaefer, a senior 
communication srudies major and the news 
di.rector ac WEIU-FM. 
THE ODESSEY 
For students interested in learning what 
radio broadcasdng is all about, there is a 
non-licensed radio station where students 
learn how ro use the equipment. 
That station is called rhe Odyssey, also 
housed on the first floor of Buzzard. There, 
students can play any type of music they 
wane. This is where students learn how to 
use an audio board and gee comfortable 
being on-air. Ir is a training ground for 
chose crying co become a part of the Hir-Mix 
team. This station can be heard online or on 
Channd 5 on campus. 
The transition between the Odyssey and 
the Hie-Mix is made easier by spending 
time observing the DJs on the Hit-Mix and 
learning the equipmenr. 
WEIU-TV 
WEIU-TV provides srudenrs with an 
opporrunity co gain experience working for a 
television news show. 
News Watch, a live 30-minuce news 
program, airs ar 5:30 p.m. Monday rhrough 
Friday. 
News Wacch is an entirely student-run 
show. 
Students go out and shoot the news, 
report the news and are anchors on chenews 
show. 
Students also are given the opporcunity 
to produce, direct, technical direct and learn 
many other jobs at a television station. 
"WEIU has definitely given me an 
opponunity co get real-life experience at a 
news srarion. 
le has allowed me co go our and get 
imernships in large market areas," said Tasha 
Brown, junior communications major. 
News Watch is not the only program 
thac WEIU-TV airs; it also has a morning 
show and a night-rime wrap-up show call 
Nightcap. 
A typical day for the scarion would 
include assigning the srories of the day co 
students who would go out and shoot the 
video and interviews for char srory. 
They would then come back and edit all 
of their video and interviews and prepare co 
air on News Watch. 
Then when the srory is done, the show 
goes live. 
Students are responsible for making the 
show go smoothly. 
"I was so nervous when I fuse started 
there, bur the rest of the people there really 
make you fed comfonable," Brown said. 
WEIU-TV has earned numerous awards 
for cheir news show, including oucscanding 
newscast, outstanding videography, 
6ucstanding news anchor in 2005 and 
outscanding weather anchor in 2006. 
\VEIU-TV also offers scholarships co 
students looking ro work at rhc tdevision 
station. 
There is also a summer internship 
that offers an opportunity to learn the 
equipmenr. 
WEIU-TV is a partial PBS station for 
the surrounding areas and first premiered in 
1986. 
WEIU has a focus on local programming 
for a region chat is under-served by che 
commercial stations. 
For more information, come to the 
WEIU offices in Buzzard Building. 
Talented Tw-ork w-orks hard 
By Adam Tedder 
Freshman WEJU sporr.s 
announcer John Twork has always 
had an idea of what he ha:; wanced 
ro do with his life. He likes co talk 
over the air. 
Twork knew it even when he 
was a toddler. 
"I would ·'1ably say it started 
pretty young, d Kathy Twork, 
John's morh achy said around 
the age of 2 , .rec. 
His mother 1ccalled a story 
abouc a V<' nn John being in the 
back ya.rd w1u new wiffie bar and 
ball. 
"Ir's a funr ry," she said. 
"I'd give him , l>at and coss him 
the ball and be was so comical. He 
would rum the bat around and 
would announce in becween the 
pitches. Even chen he was more 
inceresccd i" ~ abour it rhan 
actually di 
But there •1c: than just 
knowing whac he wants co do. 
His colleague ar WEIU, sporrs 
broadcaster and 2003 Eastern 
graduate student Ben Turner said 
John has a lot of caJenc. 
"For a nm-year guy in college, 
just his voice quality and h.is 
abiliry is impressive," Turner 
said. "Without a doubt, he is the 
most talented radio voice I've 
encouncered as a freshman." 
Turner wenc on to explain chat 
Twork has "ir." 
"It's like athletio;, he has chat 'it' 
with his voice," he said. "In rime, 
he'll build up his vocabulary, but 
you can't reach the 'ir' he has." 
Twork has spent ... u ..... , 1f his life 
practicing wbat he loves rn H 
attributes a lot of his earl) pracu. .. e 
ro one of the earliest Christmas 
gifts he received. 
"Way back when I was a little 
kid, it seems like one of the first 
coys I ever had and played with 
and really enjoyed playing with 
was a little Playschool microphoJte 
r.ccorder," Twork said. 
His mother laughed 
FU '1IOTO 
John Twork works at WEIU covering Charleston's girl's high school basketball, Eastern football and men's 
and women's basketball, softball and baseball. "I think covering spors for a newspaper would be a pretty 
good job," said Twork. 
remembering the gift, as that was 
nor the only one he had. 
"As a Christmas gift, he had 
got a Playschool microphone," she 
said. "He loved ic, he ran around 
interviewing me and my husband 
and then he would wane to stop 
it and listen co himsel£ I chink he 
went through a couple of chose." 
T work lacer saved up his money 
for more.sophisticated equipment. 
But be rook even more interest 
in the eighth grade, when he mer 
Mark Johnson, the then sporr.s 
di.rector for WJBC radio station in 
Bloomington. Twork had been a 
long-rime fan of Johnson's play-by.-
play broadcasting for the Illinois 
State Redbirds basketball ream. 
Johnson took rime co answer some 
ofTwork's questions. 
"He got me scarred in it," Twork 
said. "He got me inreresced in 
'broadcasting." 
But that was not the only 
mentor Twork found. 
Twork had the opportunity to 
speak to Pac Hughes, the play-by-
play voice of the Major League 
Baseball team, the Chicago Cubs. 
Twork wrote a letter to Hughes 
asking questions about the job 
and co Twork's surprise, Hughes 
responded with a phone call. 
"I really wasn't expecting 
anxtbing. you knoW) he's a busy 
guy and chis was during the 
baseball season, bur he called me 
up on the home phone," Twork 
said. 
T work said the conversation 
lasred 10 minutes and Hughes 
encouraged Twork to work on 
play-by-play. 
Twork said he was even more 
ex.cited about chis because he is a 
passionate Cubs fun, something his 
mother says he goc from his father, 
John. 
"He has followed chem since he 
was young," Kathy said. "John was 
exposed co the Cubs by his father." 
While still in high school, 
T work began co really build up his 
resume and got more involved in 
media-relaced organizations. 
He started his own Web sire, 
Raider Radio, while he was junior 
ac his high school in 2004. The 
sire had an archive of play-by-
play broadcasts of his high school 
sporting events that Twork had 
recorded. 
His mother said chis gained 
him attention and Twork found 
himself with an internship at the 
Bloomington radio station WJBC. 
He also began working at his 
high school paper and served 
as a spores writer before being 
promoted co sports editor, a 
position he said he greatly enjoyed 
because of his passion for sports. It 
is something he keeps in the back 
of his mind as a possible back-up 
plan. 
"I love writing," he said. "I 
think r could make the transition 
into newspaper reporting and 
writing. I love sports and covering 
sports, and I chink covering spor.ts 
for a newspaper would be a pretty 
good job." 
Right now, though, Twork is 
busy working at WEIU covering 
sports and said he enjoys going to 
school and hoping co gee his dream 
job. 
"I would love for Pat Hughes ro 
retire, as much as I like him, and to 
be the play-by-play aonouneer for 
the.Chicago Cubs," Twprk said. : •• , 
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WHO'S WHO I GREEKS 
Greek Life used to enhance college life 
By Cathy Bayer 
Three little triangles. 
Devan Bucke had no way of knowing how 
much chree little triangles could mean to her. 
Bucke, a senior biological sciences major, 
never wanced co be pan of a sorority. 
"To me, sororities were an excuse for 
beauciful girls to unite and revel in their own 
popularity and alcoholism," she said. 
But in che fall of 2004, she was circd of 
all the hype and arrended a meeting about 
Delea Delta Delea, a new sorority on Eascern's 
campus. Ac the meeting, a young girl and 
her family were there, talking about St. Jude 
Children's Hospital. Tri-Delea has chosen St. 
Jude as its philanthropy project. 
After hearing the girl's scory and finding 
out all chac she could do ro help, Bucke was 
hooked. 
"I had no idea that a sorority could make 
such an impact on others chac were most in 
need or miracles," she said. 
Tri-Delta chapters from all over the 
country had a goal of raising $1 million in 
four years. They exceeded their goal, earning 
that in just three years. 
The money was donated co Sc. Jude's for a 
Teen Room. 
The room is a haven for patients to go, 
where no doctors or adults are allowed. 
Tue room has Internee, video games, 
stereos, games and lots of lounging areas for 
the teenagers ro enjoy. 
The program was appropriate, Bucke said, 
since Tri-Delca's motto is "Lee us sccadfasdy 
love one another." 
Twenty-one percent ofEasccrn's population 
belongs to a fraternity or sorority. 
Rccruicmenc begins the second week in 
Sepcember for sororities, and the third week 
for fraternities. 
Belonging ro a fraternicy or sororicy gives 
scudencs a chance co enhance their college 
experience, said Bob Dudolski, direccor of 
Greek Life. 
"Greek Life helps you achieve your 
personal and professional goals. whether it be 
·--------· 
NOIA llABBl'l I TIIE DAll.J WTElll MEWS 
Members of the fraternity Sigma Pi compete in tugs during Greek Week. Greek Week occurs in April, with students participating in such 
events as Greek Sing and Airband. 
helping co learn how co be a better srudenc 
academically, gain opportunities co grow as a 
leader and co gain closer tics co friends and 
the university as a whole," he said. 
Greek Chapters help become a home away 
from home, Dudolski said. 
Developing friendships help make the 
campus smaller, and transition ro ~ollege 
easier, he said. 
Becoming a part of the Greek community 
is somewhat of a life-long commiunenc. 
kJoining now is really an invesunenc in 
your future," Dudolski said. "Wherever a 
member ends up afccr college, chances arc he 
will be able co find an alumni chapter or ocher 
members of cheir fraternity in the area," he 
said. 
Bucke will graduate in May, and will work 
at Clemson University in Clemson, S.C., as a 
hall diu;cror for six sororicies. 
~If you would have rold me I'd be doing 
chis four years ago, I would h:ive never 
believed you," she said. "I wear Tri-Odea 
paraphernalia every day." 
GREEK LIFE MAIN EVENTS 
nGreell Week 
•Homecomi•g 
•Philanthropic events for St. jude Children's 
Research Hospital 
aleadershlp retreats 
uAlumnl weekends 
DISCOUNT 
MICRO-FRIDGES 
FOR EIU ROOMS 
What are you waitlrtg for? Large dining area thick, th in crust & pan 
poor boy sandwiches 
salads beer & wine 
See back 
page of 
this issue. 
·--------
Advertise lrt the PEN to help your busirtess grow 
511-2116 
Pagliai's 
PIZZA 
1600 C Lincoln, Charleston 
Textbook Rental Service 
Located at South wing of 
Pemberton Hall, West of Old Main 
www.eiu.edu/-textbks (217) 581-3626 
Fall 2007 Texbook Distribu tion 
Thurs., Aug. 16th 8am-6pm 
Sat., Au g. 18th 9am-6pm 
Mon., Aug. 20th 8am-7pm 
Wed. , Aug. 22nd 8am-7pm 
Fri., Aug. 17th 8am-6pm 
Sun .. Aug. 19th 1 pm-6pm 
Tues .. Au g. 21st 8am-7pm 
Thurs ., Au g. 23rd 8am-7pm 
open 7 days a week 
Sun·Thur 4 pm to 12 am 
Fri& attil am 
Regular business hours of 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p .m. will begin on Friday, August 
24th and continue throughout the semester, unless otherwise noted. 
In order to expedite the textbook pickup process, we encourage students to bring 
their Panther ID and a copy of their current course schedule. We recommend bring-
ing a water proof book bag or another type of protective method for 
transporting your books. 
~ ~lL©©~ W©WJ 
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WHO'S WHO I ATHLETICS 
ERIC fflLTllER I THE DAILY EASTBUI MEWS 
Senior linebacker Clint Sellers is assisted off the field at 
Illinois on Sept. 1. Sellers' hit on E.B. Halsey on the 
season-opening kickoff injured his right shoulder and 
ended his football career. 
CARRIE HOWS I THE DAILY EASTERN llEWS 
Brad Peters (center) and Mick Galeski (right), were big 
reasons why Eastern men's soccer enjoyed an 11-7-2 
record. Peters scored 11 goals, while Galeski had four 
goals and seven assists on the year. 
JAY 'RABIEC I THE DAJL.J EASTERN llEWS 
Eastern fans and Prowler ignore the Samford men's 
basketball team while they are announced at Eastern's 
ESPN2 televised game on Feb. 3. It was the first time an 
ESPN network televised a game at Lantz Arena. 
PANTHER HIGHLIGHTS 
~10 
I-
Eastern sports stories 
from this past school 
year, as selecteel::by 
the sports staff of 
The Daily Eastern News 
10. ' fhe Feb. 3 
Eastern men's basketball game 
drew 3, 194 people to Lancz Arena. 
Whether it was co watch Ohio 
Valley Conference foes Samford 
and I .astern play, or to be a pan of a 
nationall} celevised game is unclear. 
Samford defeaced Eastern 53-
48, but ESPN2 televised the game, 
the first time an ESPN Network 
televised a game from Lantz Arena. 
• The worn n' ugby 
team conunued ics d >minacion 
again rh1 school year mp1l111g 
a 9-1 n.: ord . Its lone loss, 27-12 
againsc Texas A&M in the Panthers' 
last game, ended Eascern's 14-game 
winning streak dating back co che 
2005 season. 
Seven ~chool records were tied 
or bro I en 1 his year and Eastern 
outscored its opponencs 652-42, 
including a school-record 124-0 
win against Michigan Scace. 
8. This year, the mt'n's 
tennis ceam was back in the OVC 
Tournament for the fim time since 
2004, while che women advan~ 
to the semifi nals for the first time 
since 2003. 
On chc women's side, junior 
Sandra Sasidharan (19-2 at No. 
1 singles) and sophomore Natalie 
Manin (20-2 at No. 2 singles) 
shined. Senior Chuck Levaque 
earned his fourth aJl.OVC selection 
after going 13-6 at No. 1 singles. 
7 • Erik Huber .always 
could hit the ball. But he never had 
the power numbers co go with it. 
IErfTllEllll~ $ 
Head football coach Bob Spoo talks to his team at the end of a practice 1n August at O'Brien 
Stadium. Spoo missed the entire 2006 season because of an undisclosed i lness. Despite his 
absence, Eastern went 8-5 and made a second straight trip to the Division 1-M playoffs. 
This year, that changed. 
Huber, the besc hitter in the 
OVC and as of April 22, che third-
best hitter in the nation (.4 51 
batting average), has seven home 
runs this year. 
During his chree years at Eastern 
before chis year, Huber only had 
three home runs. The 6-foot-6, 
215-pound fuse baseman also had a 
21-game hircing streak chis year. 
6. Freshmen in almost 
every Eastern sport made a 
significant contribution in their 6rst 
year on the field, court or course. 
Romain Martin (men's 
basketball), Jessica Huffman 
{women's basketball). Erin O'Grady 
(women's cross country) and 
H ayley Homburg (women's cennis) 
all won OVC freshman of the year 
accolades. 
Marrin led che Panthers in scoring 
(14.8 points}, while Huffman 
finished second on rhe ream (16.9 
ppg). Marcin wa.~ the first freshman 
to lead £ascern in scoring since the 
Panchers joined Division I in 1981. 
O'Grady finished 13ch ar the 
OVC Championships. while 
Homburg posted a 15-6 record at 
No. 5 singles. 
5 • Cline Sdlcrs ran down 
the field with his same aggressive 
nature Panther football funs were 
used to seeing in che 2005 season. 
Only chis cime, after laying a hit 
on Illinois' E.B. Halsey on Eascern's 
season-opening kickoff, Sellers 
didn't get up. 
The senior linebacker and 2005 
OVC defensive player of che year 
evenrually did get up. But Sellers 
suffered a separated brachia! plexus 
bundle in his righc shoulder, ending 
his football career. 
• Adam l lowanh hadn't 
experienced a year like ch 2006 
men's soccer season as Eastern head 
coach since his first year. l lowanh 
compiled a 12-6-1 record m 2000. 
Since then, he'd never registered 
more chan eight wins in his next 
6ve seasons. 
That was, unril this year and 
Eastern's 11-7-2 record. 
Led by che scoring abiliry of 
sophomore forward Brad Peters (11 
goals) and che play-making abiliry 
of junior midfielder Mick GaJeski 
(seven assists}, the Panthers picked 
up their fuse-ever Missouri Valley 
Conference Tournamenr wm with 
a 3-1 defeat of Missouri Srace on 
Nov. l . 
3. Eastern women's 
indoor crack mle claimed us first 
ever OVC Indoor Champ1 nship 
in late Fcbruaf). 
·1he Panchers hdd olfTennessee 
Scace by 15 points (132-117) at 
Lann Fieldhouse. 
Reminiscent of the enme indoor 
season, only one Pancher claimed an 
mdividual victory. 
ophomore Chandra Goldens 
vicrory in che 60-mecer hurdl gave 
Easrern .lJ1 extra I 0 points towards 
the team citle. 
2 • Before this year, not 
too many people outside of Eastern 
and the Charl('ston community had 
heard of Tony Romo. 
Romo broke o nto the national 
scene in lace October leading the 
Cowbo\ s to a 3'>-14 wm agamst he 
Carolina Panther:s. Romo-mam 
quickly spread ac..ross che nation, 
with Romo leading the Cowbovs to 
a 9 7 rel.Ord and playoff mp. 
HO\\ever Romo~ season will be 
remembered for his botched s11.1p in 
che Cowboys playoff loss at Seattle. 
1 . Th 
four to six\ 
Butche 
for Eastern foocb 
Spoo went the e1mre season 
od 
Spoo had surgery at a St Louis 
area hospital in !arc August, a week 
before E.mern op n d the season t 
lllinoi . 
"When !>p g t~ bac..k, \\e 
expect ro be undefeated ' said 
former Eastern ~ n quarc rb ck 
Mik Donato,., th Aug 24 cdnion 
ot The Daily &ter. ft, nd he 
expects us robe too. 
Spoo missed all 13 games, 
rccurning to watch a few in the 
O'Brien Scadium press box .. re in 
the season. Bue even wich Spoo ouc, 
Eascern football kept right on with 
ics winning ways. 
Assistant coach Mark Hucson 
rook over as head coach and led the 
Panthers co an 8-5 record, a second 
scraighc OVC title and a second 
straight trip to the I-AA playoffs. 
Spoo returned to day-co-day 
operations in early December. 
He is scheduled to be on the 
sidelines when Eastern opens the 
2007 season on Aug. 30 against 
Tennessee Tech. 
- - --=----__..~_.......__ 
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n Perry 
FROM PAGE A 1 
Lord was ;H the board meeting 
and also attended the recepcion thac 
followed. 
·"I look forward co working with 
Dr. Perry as our nexc president," 
Lord said. "I will work as provost for 
Dr. Perry just a~ I have for President 
Hencken." 
Perry said he is meeting with the 
president's council today co begin 
learning more about rhe university 
and the people who run it. 
"I want to move quickly to 
do that so people know from the 
beginning how impressed I am with 
Eastern Illinois," Perry said. 
He wants co continue pursuing 
n Hencken 
FROM PAGE AS 
Nilsen and External Relations 
didn'c blink. 
They went on to host alumni 
events chroughouc the state and 
across the narion and succeeded in 
raising the $10 million in less than 
2.5 years. 
"We ended up reaching $11 
million," Lou said. 
This doesn't include che recent 
$2.5 million donation from the 
Tarble family. 
The Caretaker 
With the recent stace cutbacks 
in higher educarion, rhe more 
money Lou can raise to supplement 
Eastern's budget che better. 
Hencken reflected on Eascern's 
budget during a walk across campus 
lase summer. 
"I suddenly realized how many 
people literally depend on the 
president to lead the institution, co 
go and do che best you can, co go 
and raise money, make decisions," 
he said. 
Decisions like granting tenure, 
raising student fees and laying 
people off. Decision-making is 
the mosc challenging part of being 
president, Lou said. 
"I literally make hundreds of 
decisions every day that affect 
people, he said. 
Lou has had to make tough 
decisions. In 1994, he faced wirh the 
death of one scudent and another 
getting in a serious accident. 
"He did then, and still does, 
cake every student chat we lose as a 
very personal tragedy for himself," 
Nilsen said. "I remember rhac day ... 
we lose a srudent to meningitis." 
Lou's compassion in making 
sure that the decisions made chat 
day were in the best interest of 
the studencs and their families 
is something she'll never forget, 
Nilsen said. 
"That was a difficuJt day for all 
of w," she said. "That encapsulates 
his leadership style because he docs 
worry about people." 
The Team Player 
When Lou talks about his 
achievemencs at Eastern, he doesn't 
use the words, ''I'' or "me." It's 
this trait that makes him such 
an empowering leader, said Blair 
Lord, provost and vice president for 
academic affairs. 
Lord admires Lou's "'absolute 
love and total passion for Eastern." 
He considers Lou a mentor. 
"He's very much a leader who 
wanes to have a highly effective 
team char works together to deal 
with the institutional issues rhac are 
before us," Lord said. 
FaculC) Senate chair Asscge 
HaiJeMariam likes this since Easter:i 
is governed by the idea of ~3!C4 
L. ' ' • • • 
BLAIR LORD I VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
"I look forward to working with Dr. Perry as our next president. 
I will work as provost for Dr. Perry just as I have for President 
Hencken." 
Eastern's goal as previously set by 
Lord, to be a first-choice university 
in the region. 
Jill Nilsen, vice president for 
excemal relarions, was a member 
of the search committee and will 
continue to work closely with Perry 
as pare of the president's council. 
"I think chat the campus is ready 
co look at how we might advance to 
thac next level," Nilsen said. "We're 
governance between the students, 
faculty and administration. 
"He's good about consulting 
with his team," she said. "He doesn"t 
just say we're going to do this and 
then chac." 
The vice presidencs agree. Since 
Lou became president more people 
work togecher, Nilsen said. 
"We don't have v.'alls around our 
areas. We always cry to do what's 
best for the university and the 
people in che university and thac 
comes from having leader who secs 
char example," she said. 
Lord appreciates Lou's 
accessibility. 
"As his provost, I have much freer 
access than I did with the president 
at Rhode Island," Lord said. "I can 
literally walk inco his office any 
time. I truly have open door accos 
to him on demand." 
Lord takes advantage of chis, 
sometimes meeting with Lou one-
on·one as much as every day, in 
addition to Lou's weekly meetings 
with the Academic Affairs division 
and the President's Council 
meetings. 
The Talker · 
Good thing Lou likes talking 
with people. 
"I don't know if he's ever met a 
stranger," Cooley said. "He's able to 
talk with anybody." 
Lou said he likes coming to work 
every Jay and even feds guilty if he 
gees on campus ar 8:30 a.m. instead 
of 8 a.m. He also looks forward to 
meetings. 
"I enjoy meetings," he said. "One 
reason is becawe I think progress is 
being made. Every time there is a 
meeting (ics like) OK we're inching 
a little closer toward our goal." 
looking forward to working with 
him." 
Perry plans on visiting Eastern 
a few times before caking up 
permanent residence in Charleston 
July 1. His wife, Linda, will join 
him after the first week in August 
ar che conclusion of Texas A&M's 
summer session, Perrv said. 
She is an acco~ting professor 
but is unsure if she'll continue her 
career here at Eastern. 
Perry said it will be sad to 
leave Texas A&M after 36 years of 
service, but he's ready for his next 
opportunity. 
"We have to look forward," Perry 
said. 
Perry double majored in history 
and mathematics at Park College, 
Parkville, Mo. He lacer earned his 
doctorate and maqer's degrees in 
LOU HENCKEN I EASTERN PRESIDENT 
Every one wanted co know how 
he felc. 
"I am fine," he would say. And 
chen other rimes he would elaborate 
and say: "I know there's a new 
chapter in my life opening, and I'm 
looking forward to it." 
The Giver 
Lou is good at making people 
smile. Mona Davenport, director 
of Minority Affairs, is one of these 
people. 
"To me, he is a genuinely caring 
president," she said, noting chat 
she's most impressed with his ability 
to srill relate with students even as 
an administrator. Bue his caring 
extends co everyone on campus -
not jusc studencs. 
When Blair Hall caught on fire, 
Davenport said mosc people in the 
building jwt thought it was a fire 
drill. 
"We'd all go out, stand for a bic 
and then come back in," she said. 
"So I just grabbed my keys.'' 
'Ihe fire happened on a 
Wednesday. The next Friday, Lou 
did a walk through. she said. While 
doing so, he saw Davenport's laptop. 
He knew ic was her's because she 
had a red Delta Sigma Theta sticker 
on her black case, she said. 
She remembered him saying, 
"Mona, I found your lap top," and 
then handing it to her. 
mathematics from the University of 
Illinois ac Urbana-Champaign. 
He began working ac Tex.as 
A&M as an assistant professor of 
mathematics in 1977. 
Now 30 years later, Perry is 
beginning a new era for himself and 
for Eascern. 
"I learned of Eascern's 
commicmenc co excellence, ics 
devotion to srudent learning and ics 
dedication to personal relationships," 
Perry said. "It was those three things 
I chink chat drew me to the position 
and to the university." 
"Today, co you I commit hard 
work, integrity in the spirit of 
friendship in working with you to 
advance Eastern Illinois University. 
Thank you for inviting me ro be 
part of your future." 
Lou's accessible narure can 
sometimes cause him to run late. 
"It's just little personal things 
like that," she said of the incident. 
"Thar's a caring president." 
President Lou Hencken stands in front of the gates near Old Main. 
During a trip to Springfidd this 
past February, Nilsen, Cooley and 
Lord were forced to wait on Lou 
while he chatted with State Rep. 
Chapin Rose {Mahomet - R). 
"It is hard when you go places 
with him because he scops and talks 
co everybody," Nilsen said. "And it's 
like, 'we've got to go, we've got a 
meeting.'" 
He's worse on campus. In the 
April 4 edition of the Daily Eastern 
News, Lou said after his successor 
was named he planned to walk back 
to Old Main by himsel£ 
This did not happen. 
Rich McDuffie, director of 
athletics, walked with him and 
invited him and his wife, Mary 
Kay, to dinner when they reached 
his office 15 minutes later. One the 
way there, Lou stopped and talked 
to Charles Delman, University 
Professionals of Illinois president; 
Mayor John lnyan; City Manager 
Scott Smith, Downey and a 
university police officer. He also 
said 'hi' to every srudent he walked 
past. 
Schwerman in the Deparunent 
of Procurement, Disbursemencs, 
and Contract Services knows how 
caring and observant Lou can be 
to details. But she won't be one to 
tell you that. The rcconscrucrion of 
Blair Hall diminated her handicap 
parking spot. 
When Lou found this out, he 
called parking services and arranged 
for her to pack in the administration's 
Joe across from Old Main, he said. 
He didn'c daborate that he'd 
given her his spot, but Downey said 
he had. 
He wouldn't take no for an 
answer, she said. 
The President 
Nexr fall, 3,000 new students 
will live in the residence halls, study 
in the library, play Frisbee in the 
Library Quad, eat in the union, 
complain about parking, work 
ouc ac Lancz, and not know Lou 
Hencken as president. 
"They'll know Bill Perry," Lou 
said. "And that's okay." 
II I I • 
You have to think of some 
of chose things to get ready for 
retircmenc, he explained. 
HaiJeMariam said the one thing 
people have co remember about 
Lou's presidency is that "He was the 
right person at the right time." 
"His presidency has brought 
stability to EIU," she said. "And 
EIU can only go forward." 
Last September, Faculty Senate 
was the first campus body to 
publicly recognize Lou by passing a 
resolution recognizing and thanking 
him for her "lifetime of mericoriow 
service" to Eastern. 
A framed copy of it now hangs 
on his offic.c wall 
"His legacy to me is his servic.c, 
devotion to students," HaileMariam 
said. 
Lou has shown chat devotion 
through every position he's hdd. 
"That defines him in his 
professional role," Lord said. 
"Eastern in many ways is a huge part 
of his life. That kind of devotion to 
an institution, in my mind, is quite 
admira!>le." 
t .. I• 
There is no doubt Lou "bleeds 
blue," as Cooley said, but he has 
also tried to have fun while doing 
his job. 
"In every job I've ever done, 
I've ttied to have a good rime while 
doing it," Lou said. "And tried to 
get people around me to enjoy it." 
When he was director of ho wing 
and dining, he would have chair 
races down the narrow hallway. 
"During break when it was sort 
of boring down there, we'd just be 
sitting there," Lou said. 
The person next to him edged 
his chair in front of Lou's and Lou 
edged back. 
"Before we knew it, we were 
going down the hallway," he said. 
"It became a tradition." 
Mark Hudson, director of 
howing and dinning now, has seen 
pictures. Although, no one races 
chairs down the hallway anymore, 
the candy stayed. 
"There is scill some candy out 
there," Hudson said. "We still wane 
Lou to stop by, so we leave the 
candyout.1' 
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We are EIU because of Lou 
By Sarah Whitney 
Staff Repor ler 
Presidenc Lou } lenckcn has a 
secret. 
He know~ where che women in 
the Department of Procurement, 
Disbursements and Concracc 
Services hide their key. 
The key opens the bottom 
drawer of a filing cabinec in Connie 
Downey and Manha Schwerman's 
cubicle. 
The drawer opens to a jackpot 
of candy: Snickers, Reese's Pieces, 
Tootsie Rolls. Dots and more. 
The candy fills a silver pail with 
blue EIU letters laminated on its side 
that sics on a shelf and is accessible 
to anyone traveling through the 
depanmenc. Schwerman scarred 
putting the candy out for visitors 
even before President Hencken 
became president. 
Several years ago. Hencken 
discovered the pail, which is located 
across the hall from his office. 
"He always called it his 3 
o'clock feeding," said Downey, an 
administrative coordinator for user 
services, with a laugh. 
He visits che deparcmenc abouc 
every day unless he's traveling, 
Downey said. Even on day~ they 
don't see him, she suspects he comes 
in after hours co grab sweets for the 
drive home. 
What's the point of having 
a master key af you can't use u? 
Hencken said he always returns che 
women's cubicle the way he found 
it, though. 
The pail isn't enough to sarisfy 
his sweet tooth. 
"I know where all the candy is in 
Old Main," he said. 
Anyone who knows Hencken 
knows the candy is just a side 
benefit. Ir's visiting with people over 
a Tootsie Roll that he enjoys most. 
''I've got a regular routine here 
in Old Main," he said. "I'm going 
co miss that." 
'Call me Lou' 
On July 1, President Hencken 
will become simply Lou. Noc that 
be isn't already Lou to che majori ty 
of campus, but he's retiring as 
president and will return in che 
fall as a professor. The move will 
transfer him from Old Main co 
Buu.ard Hall where he will teach 
one - maybe cwo - EIU freshmen 
foundation classes in addition co 
his Monday night Board ofTruscees 
class. 
President Hencken's decision to 
retire came after 41 years of service 
co Eastern Illinois. 
"I didn't wane to try my best and 
chat not be enough," Hencken said 
of his decision co retire. "I didn't 
wane to run out of energy because 
I realized how many people were 
depending on me. Thar's why I 
made the decision." 
President Hencken started as a 
student worker washing dishes in 
Thomas Hall food services. Then, 
as a grad assistant, he opened 
both Taylor Hall and Stevenson 
Tower. After graduating from 
Eastern in August 1967 with his 
master's in counseling and student 
developmenr, he became the 
director of housing and dining in 
1975. He moved up to associate 
vice president for student affairs in 
1989. Three years later, he became 
LOU HENCKEN I EASTERN PRESIDENT 
the vice president for student affairs. 
He was named president in 2001. 
President Hencken's 
administrative team hired Paula 
Embry, an administrative aid in 
human resources, when he was 
director of housing and dining. 
One of the first things he said 
co her was to call him Lou. "Mr. 
Hencken is my dad's name," he cold 
her. 
Last month, Embry earned her 
20-year pin che same time Hencken 
received his 40-year pin. When 
she wenc to receive che recognirion 
for her years of service, he still 
remembered her name, she said. 
"He is Lou and is very 
comfortable in his own skin for 
people to call him that," said Jill 
Nilsen, vice president for external 
rclarions. "He isn'c threatened, 
doesn't need the ride there co make 
him fed imponanc. People just call 
him Lou." 
The Servant 
Lou has a habic of noc telling 
freshmen and prospective srudencs 
he's che pr~ident. 
One such cime is during Move-
in Day. Lase August, Hencken 
shuttled scudents from Carman 
Hall co Textbook rental, co the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union co get their Panther cards, co 
Booth Library to check the Internet 
and back to Carman in a six-person 
golf can before he turned co them 
and introduced himsel£ 
Srudents were shocked when they 
realized he was also che president. 
"Oh my God. you're Lou!" 
one student said. Others quietly 
shook his hand while introducing 
themselves again. Mose were 
surprised that the president of che 
university was driving students 
around campus in the rain. 
This was nor an isolated event. 
One Friday evening, Lou. Nilsen 
and Jeff Cooley, vice presidenc for 
business affairs were talking in Old 
Main when chey saw a visiting family 
walking around che building. 
"They were coming to see 
campus and chey wanted co know 
if admissions w.as opened," Nilsen 
said. 
"No, they're not. But, you know, 
let me hdp you," Lou cold chem. 
He introduced himself as Lou 
Hencken and then walked chem 
down co admissions, unlocked the 
door, got them a view book, and 
then cook chem in his office, where 
he talked about campus. 
Afterward the mother said co 
Nilsen: "He is a very nice person 
who is he?" 
"Well, that's che university 
president," she replied. 
The Closer 
When it comes co fundraising, 
Lou is a natural. His abilicy co be 
down-co-earth and friendly is one 
of his greatest suengchs as president, 
according co Nilsen. 
But fundraising takes more 
than just glad-handing over a filled 
salmon dinner. Donors typically 
know thar we're corning because 
they've been presented with a 
proposal beforehand, Nilsen said. 
"He {Hencken) is che closer," 
she said. 
Another advantage Lou brings 
co che president's office is his ability 
co build relationships. 
"It is so much fun co watch him 
go into an alumni event and make 
that room come alive. He's so happy 
to see people. He has such a good 
cime. I think we've seen over the lase 
six years che increasing support for 
the university through rhe alumni 
and our friends in their time and 
their dollars (because of him)." 
When Lou became president 
in 200 l, che university earned 
an average of $2 million from 
fundra.asmg. In 2003, Lou leaned 
over :·o Nilsen and said ro her: "Jill, 
I want i:o increase che fundraising 
average. Give me a goal." 
The goal they decided on was co 
raise $7 million in three years, Lou 
said. He announced the ~You Are 
EIUn campaign during che 2003 
Homecoming. Bue when be got up 
and scarred talking, he accidentally 
said $10 million. 
» SEE HENCKEN, PAGE 7 
"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID." SECTION B 
How things work .... 
HOW THINGS WORK I DINING DOLLARS 
Use 'em or lose 'em 
By Cathy Bayer 
If any of Kevin Brocious' friends 
need money, he's got them covered. 
Wich less rhan three wct"ks left in 
che scmesrer. Brocious has just more 
chan 150 dining dollars lefr on hi~ 
srudenc account. 
The freshman accouncing major 
rarely wenr co che Union co dine l:m 
semcsrer, so he came inco the spring 
semcsrer with I 00 addicionJI dining 
dollars. 
"I just haven't had rime co use 
them," he said. 
Eascern's meal plan includes both 
meal swipes and dining dollars. 
Meal swipes scare over each week, 
wrule dining dollars lasr all semesrer. 
Any unused dining dollars from the 
fall semesrer roll over to spring. 
Bur unused dining dollars from the 
spring do nor roll over. 
Dining dollars only roll over 
from full co spring because 1c is the 
same academic year and budger, said 
Jody Horn, direcror of Universiry 
Dining. 
Eastern used to offer a meal plan 
rhac jusc had swipes, Horn said. 
The plan was upgraded co include a 
bonus swipe. 
"Eventually we split che meal 
plans imo swipes and dining 
dollars," she said. 
The dining dollars allow 
flcxibiliry because meal swipes can 
only be used in che dining centers. 
Dining dollars can be used 
in residence hall dining centers, 
university food court, convenience 
scores and Java Beanery and Bakery, 
Horn said. 
Srudents can also pay for guests 
with their dining dollars, adding to 
the flcxibiliry of the plan, she said. 
Southern Dlinois Universiry 
Edwardsville has a different plan. 
Srudents sign up for a meal plan, 
choosing between $1,250 or $1,730 
for the semester. SIUE bas a 60-40 
meal plan, meaning 60 percent of 
that covers the operation cost of 
dining services, including cost of 
labor, supplies, maincenance and 
utilities. The ocher 40 percenc goes 
towards the acruaJ retail cost of the 
food. 
RLE 'PMOTO 
Eastern's housing and Dining offers a variety of meal plans for students. Dining dollars can be used in residence hall dining centers, the martin 
luther king Jr. university Union food court, Java Beanery and Bakcker and the convienece store. 
SIUE already pulls 60 percent 
off the cost, said Chrisry McDougal, 
accountant for SIUE dining. 
For example, if a student wanes 
a hamburger cbac costs $5, that 
student will only pay $2, she said. 
On cop of that, whatever money 
is not used ac the end of the school 
year is reimbursed to the student. 
"It's kind of the best of both 
worlds," McDougal said. 
It seems, for the most pare, chat 
students like the program, she said. 
Western Illinois Universiry in 
Macomb has a choice of three 
dining plans, but no fixed meal plan 
wicb swipes, said Jack Schoonover, 
Wcstem's dirccror of residential 
administration. 
Each student purchases a meal 
plan. 
They pay a charge called "board." 
Approximately 50 percent of the 
board charge is taken off the cop cost 
co pay for fixed coses, like salaries, 
dining furniture, equipment and 
utilities. The remaining money is 
for the student to use for food. 
Ac the end of the year, students 
can request a refund check for the 
leftover money on cbeir account. 
If a student has a fee or bill that 
needs to be paid before the end of 
the year, the money left over on 
their card can go toward paying chat 
balance, Schoonover said. 
Western students have a different 
plan for vending machines and 
laundry f.lcilitics. 
Eastern docs not have a 
refundable plan. 
For that to happen, meal plans 
would have to be more retail-based, 
Horn said. 
"Our plans are based on the fact 
that we have somewhat of a missed 
meal factor," she said. 
That serves as a cushion, Horn 
said. 
"We know nor everyone ears 
everything," she said. "We are able 
to offer a lot of choices and variery 
because we know we have some 
padding. If we refunded everything 
thac wasn't specifically used, we 
would be much more limited {with 
food selection)." 
If chat were che case, dining 
services would have ro charge more 
for everything offered, she said. 
Still, using all cxcra dining 
dollars is sometimes a problem for 
srudents. 
A few weeks ago, a female 
student came into the Thomas 
Convenience Store with more than 
$200 dining dollars, said Kelly 
Dalfino, a sophomore psychology 
major and Thomas Convenience 
store worker. 
The studenc literally bought a 
few of everything, and still had $73 
left over, Dalfino said. 
Most people know chey have lots 
of dining dollars left by chis point, 
said Alyson Schroeder, a junior 
elementary education major and 
Taylor Dining Services employee. 
Schroeder recommends creating 
friends to dinner to gee rid of dining 
dollars without wasting chem. 
She also said to not eac in the 
dining centers to use up dining 
dollars, especially if students already 
have a meal plan. 
Horn recommends shopping 
at the convenience scores or food 
court and stocking up on food co 
cake home, like a soft drink case. 
"You could also purchase gift 
certificates for one of your friends 
who is graduating." Horn said. 
HOW THINGS WORK I PANTHER CARDS 
Panther cards more than identification 
ID cards work as debit 
cards at some locations 
By Kristen Larsen 
Students using their Panther 
Cards' debit option in Charleston 
may have problems wirh purchases, 
because many businesses around 1he 
ciry are noc equipped to acc;ept it. 
Companies char verify customers 
using a personal idencification 
number accept the Panchcr Debit 
Card, said Michael Smith, assistant 
manager at Monical's Pizza. 
Ocher debir cards with a 
Visa, MasrerCard or ocher major 
company's logo can still be used 
without a PIN-based syscem, buc 
che Panther Cards cannot. 
"We don't accept it (Panrher 
Card) because our machines only 
accept the debit cards with a Visa or 
MasterCard logo," Smith said. 
'The Panther Card issued co each 
student ar Eastern has mulciple 
functions, enabling scudcncs to use 
dining dollars, Panther Cash. meal 
swipes and Pancher Checking. 
Pane her Checking allows 
scudencs to establish a bank account 
on campus through Fim Mid-
Illinois Bank and Trust, and makes 
student identification cards double 
as debit cards. 
Lindsay Kramer, a sophomore 
clcmenrary education major, said 
Panther Checking is a c;onvenience 
becaw;e she doesn't have co carry 
an cxcrn card and always has her 
Panther Card with her anyway. 
With a Firsc Mid account, 
students can use the on-campu~ 
bank located in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. Universiry Union and che 
four ATMs on campus. said Susan 
Smich, assistant director, Campu~ 
Car~. 
Wal-Mart, a staple of srudcnc 
shopping. acceprs Pancher Card 
debits, although businesses such as 
JCPenney and QQ Buffer do noc. 
"1 use it all the cime back home, 
like at Target," Kramer said. "Bue 
it would be nice if I could use it at 
more places in Charleston than just 
ac Wal-Marr." 
'Ihe Marnrhon Station on 
Lincoln Avenue also accepts Panther 
Cards as debit. 
Some: businesses. such as Marty's, 
have ATMs close to or inside their 
buildings to give students access co 
ca.sh through use of Panther Cards 
as well as other debit cards. 
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HOW THINGS WORK I ADVISING 
Academic advisor Lora Green goes over next semester's schedule with Nie Atkinson in 9th Street Hall Thursday afternoon. All incoming freshman have to meet wiht an advisor in the 
Academic Advising Center. 
Please, guide me 
The Academic Advising 
Center helps new 
students pick classes 
By Chris Gerler 
All incoming freshman have 
ro meec with an adviser in the 
Academic Advising Center, locaced 
ac 2100 Ninth St. before registering 
for classes. 
As academic advisor Greg Aydt 
said, students "can't register until 
chcy meet with us." 
To sec up an appoinuneoc 
srudencs muse go to the Academic 
Advising Center and follow the 
signs. 
The advisers at the center 
recommend that srudencs look 
over the preparation checl<lisc they 
receive when making appointments 
HOW THINGS WORK I REGISTRATION 
before meeting with an adviser. 
Some things co check include 
looking over prerequisites for courses 
and to review any requirements. 
Aydt also encourages students co 
try looking for classes thac interest 
them and for scudem.s with a major 
co check their department's website 
for a four-year plan. 
For any students that are 
undecided about a major, Aydt 
encourages them to visit the Career 
BEFORE YOU GO 
" l••••IMr to: look aver ~ preperatiOO checkllst 
Review any requirements for your degree. 
11 lri .. : A list of classes that you want to take 
Services building and to cake che 
Discovery Assessment. 
Since many srudencs may feel 
stressed when registering for classes, 
buc Aydt would like to remind 
students co no "feel pressured co 
make an important decision. Try 
our different classes." 
HOW THINGS WORK I FILE SHARING 
Paper schedules no longer avaliable Raising a Ruckus 
Discussion continues 
on student laptop 
program 
BJ Graham Milldrum 
search all classes, even before cbe 
srudencs can sign up for the classes, 
and operates quicker. 
Students had very little co stay co 
the office, she said. 
Mose of the feedback they have 
The changeover in online received has been positive. 
registration has been a smooch She said there have been no 
cransirion, as was reponed to the complaints of the system running 
Academic Technology Advisory slowly, which was a major handicap 
Committee on Friday. of the old system. 
Kathy Recd, associate director She said 6,400 seats for classes 
of the information systems had been filled by Thursday 
dcpanmcnc, said the staff bad night, before the sophomores and 
planned on switching over to the fresh.men could regiscer. 
new registration program ac 6 a.m. With the new program, the 
March 26. regular printed section in The Daily 
Bue when the staff came into the Eastern News has been omitted. 
office, cbey found chat the program Reed said chis is a banner issue, and 
had already switched. if they had printed the schedule, 
"It wenc better than what the it would have been a 400-page 
student paper said," said Recd. document becau$e of Banner's 
She said the transition was so formatting. 
seamless chat none of the swdencs Brian Poulter, a journalism 
called for help at midnight when professor, said paper schedules 
the switch occurred. were probably unneeded for most 
She said the program is much srudencs. 
more usable than the previous The plan co issue co or require 
version. laorops of all freshmen wa.s indirectly 
. • ' • ' 'a) __:_-_L' • • J '\. J • ' ' • ~. ':c .. ~io9 ~.s~nts, •,rn • ,59 q!.f2. • ·, ,. , , •, , 
Some classes, particularly those 
in the communication disorders and 
Staff Report 
sciences program, would be altered The new onlinc music se1ver for 
co allow better usage of laptops in on-campus residents is rc:idy for 
the classrooms. use. 
One concern is being able Ruckus is a music server chat 
co support all the laptops has more than 2.5 million songs 
simultaneously, said Chae available for download. 
Chatterji, assistant vice-president of It will also have free movies 
information technology. available at the beginning of 
The current system works with the summer, said Peter Opere, a 
the current use, but he said running Ruckus account executive. 
30 laptops for an hour and a half Right now, the program has 
might strain che necwork a great more than 4,500 movies and 
deal. TV shows available for $15 per 
To help offset the problem, semester. Students can access songs 
equipment is being adjusted in the and download chem on co their 
pilot areas to improve speed and computers for free if they live on 
avoid problems. campus. 
Greg De Young, associate director Students can join by going to 
of campus infrastructure, described www.ruclcus.com and downloading 
the current system as acting like the player, which recognizes the on-
nearly 340 islands around campus. campus addresses and routes the 
Smee they act ~mewbat student to the on-campus server. 
independently, the bandwidth 1l1e free songs cannot be put 
cannot be easily shared. onto iPods, mp3 players or burned 
That means chat pares of the to a CD. 
campus with many computers in use The songs come as a Windows 
will be slow w,Me others ~nction media file with digical ripus 
~~; ' .~. * ~-, 
management protecrion. 
lf a student wanes to use a 
Ruckus mng on an MP3 player 
tht.-y can buy ch<'.' teacure for $20 
per semester. 
Jared Rowcliffe. a resident 
assistant at McKinner Hall. has 
tested the program online for 
Housing and Dining Services for 
more than a year. 
He said since the program has 
been available on the Eastern server 
the rime required for downloads 
has decreased significantly. 
While it once took about 30 
seconds to download an album, it 
now takes less than 10 seconds, he 
said. 
Rowdiff e has yec co sec any 
problems from a usage srandpoinc. 
"'The v:uicty is there and I have 
found nothing to complain about," 
he said. 
Ruckus partners with all four 
of the major record labels and 
hundreds of independent labels. 
If an album comes out at night, 
students will be able to access it by 
morning on Ruckus, O~ said. 
SAVE $20 ... ORDER Bv Aug 1 5 
ONLY $99 RENT ••• FOR MICRO-FRIDGE 
••• AND SUPER PURCHASE OPTION 
Huskie Rentals exclusively has the unique Micro-Fridge & 
Super Purchase Option for your EIU residence hall room. 
The Micro-Fridge offers you a microwave, refrigerator and 
real freezer in one low amp unit. The rent is $99 rent (plus $25 
refundable deposit) for the entire academic year if order is 
postmarked by Aug 15 or ... $119 rent (plus $25 refundable 
deposit). if postmarked after Aug 15. PLUS comes with the 
Super Purchase Option. 
Ordering & Info Easternfridges.com 
Rental cost is only $4950 per year when shared with 
roommate ... 
-
I 
..__ 
0 I 
\ 
\ · 
... 
-
A Real 
0° Separate 
Freezer 
... So why bother lugging one from home and back. 650Watt Microwave Super Purchase Option 
Huskie Rentals offers all our customers the "Super Purchase 
Option... Before your unit is returned at the end of the Spring 
semester 2008, you may purchase your Micro-Fridge for only $89 
balance, PLUS comes with a no hassle two year warranty. 
The EIU residence halls and staff are among the finest in the country 
(over 50 schools served), however some kids opt for freedom off 
campus I fraternity life and our Low Rent/ Super Purchase Option 
offered by Huskie Rentals fits everyones needs whether or not 
they stay on campus all four years. 
Deluxe Black 
\ Finish 
-
.. 
"The Micro·Fridge transforms your 
room to a micro-apartment. " 
Huskie Rentals 
lOO's of EIU students chose the Hoskie Microfridge 
""" ~ . .. 
The Only Real 'Zero Degree, S~fe Freezer-' on Campus 
PO Box 691 •Charleston IL 61920 
815-986-4789 
HQ}-90-Box 1 Ota • DeKalb IL 60115 
(after 8/20/2005) 
At these Super Low Prices ••• 
Why bother lugging one from home 
FREE DELIVERY DAY DORMS OPEN 
Aug 15, 16, 17, 18 (2007) 
CARMAN HALL 
ANDREWS & THOMAS 
LAWSON & TAYLOR 
LINCOLN, DOUGLAS & STEVENSON 
PEMBERTON 
10:00-4:15 On Edgar St in Apt Parking Lot 
10:00-4:30 Parking Lot M-East of Dorms 
10:00-4:15 Parking Lot W·On 4" St 
1 :00-5:00 South Parking Lot or 4111 St 
6:00-6:15 Front door 
FORD, McKINNEY & WELLER See Lincoln Times Go To Lincoln 
WE WILL HAVE AMPLE STAFF AND DOLLIES AVAILABLE TO GET YOUR UNIT 
TO YOUR ROOM. PLEASE REMEMBER TO MEET US DURING THE FREE 
DELIVERY DAYS SCHEDULE LISTED ABOVE. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS 
PLEASE CALL US. AFTER AUG 18 PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE 877-902-1794 
Toll Free 877-902-1794 
815-986-4789 Owner-Mark 
Serving EIU Since 1988 
No Hassle Refund Policy 
All units are fully guaranteed; we will 
replace any defective unit free of 
charge. All scheduled deliveries and 
pickups are free of charge. Full 
refunds are available any time, for any 
reason prior to delivery. After we 
deliver your unit, if you cancel, partial 
refunds will be available. To cancel, 
just mail a letter to Huskie Rentals 
postmarked by September 5, 2007 . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Eastern Illinois Order Form Huskie Rentals· PO Box 691 ·Charleston IL 61920 
Please send full amount (see underlined amount) 
to reserve. for the amount for the unit chosen. 
Academic Year Rates 
0 Micro·Fridge $124 ($99 Rent+ $25 Deposit 
If postmarked by Aug 15 
D Micro-Fridge $144 ($119 Rent+ $25 Deposit 
If postmarked after Aug 15 
If close to deadline, please order at 
www.EasternFridges.com 
Home Address _______________ _ 
Home City State Zip ---------------
Home Telephone _______________ _ 
Student Cell Phone ______________ _ 
Student e·mail ___________ ____ _ 
Res. Hall Name & RM #(if known) -----------
Campus Phone (If known) ----- --------
Move-in date (if known)------------ --
Full refunds are available any time, for any reason prior to delivery. After your unit is delivered if you cancel generous partial refunds will be available. 
Save $20 on Your Micro-Fridge Order if Postmarked by Aug 15, 2007 
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HOW THINGS WORK I TEXTBOOK RENTAL 
Alf PHOTO 
Students pick up their books during the Fall semester at Textbook Rental. Students pay a fee at the beginning of the school year to rent their books at Eastern instead of purchasing 
them. 
Students rent instead of buy 
By Marco Santana their books before classes begin, the 
CAROL MILLER I DEPUTY DIRECTOR better off it is for Miller as well as TEXTBOOK TIDBITS 
When sn c:ncs are finished 
moving inr· ·ir residence halls, 
off-campus a1 runencs or Greek 
houses, one final seep muse be 
complete ' "ore they can go co 
classes: They I> • co pick up their 
books. 
"With textbook prices at an all-time high 
and continuing to rise, our service is a 
great benefit to the students of Eastern 
Illinois University." 
Unlike m .niversiries in the 
state of Illinois, Eastern provides a 
system that allows scudencs to rent 
textbooks for the semester. 
"With textbook prices at an 
all-time high and continuing co 
rise, our a great benefit 
co the sn.< Eastern Illinois 
Universicy.~ .said Carol Miller, 
deputy dircccor for the textbook 
rental services. 
Studen s are charged $7.95 per 
credit hour for the service and the 
fee is included in all other fees d1at 
are covered by tuition. 
To pick up their books, srudencs 
muse go co the office thac is on 
the south end of Pemberton Hall, 
which is located just east of Fourth 
Streer. 
They should bring their Panther 
Card as well as a copy of cheir 
schedule co make the process go 
more smoothly. 
At the scare of each semester, 
rhe office extends irs hours ro help 
students who are not yer in town, 
Advertising Classilied Rates · 
Phone 581-2812 • 9 am-4 pm Mon.-Fri. 
Student Classified Rates 
• 30e per word for the first day 
• I Oe per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student C~dssi!:~d Rates 
• 50c per word for the first day 
Miller said. 
"(The extended hours are) a 
convenience for those students chat 
cannot get here due to job and/or 
family comrnicmencs," Miller said. 
"For those scudencs chat wane 
co pick up books before classes 
begin as well as those that come in 
between or afrer classes during the 
fusrweek." 
The more scudencs who pick up 
• 20e per word for each additional consecutive day Read about our great specials in the 
DEN every weekday 
r···M~~thiy·a~ii~e.cia55ifieci·A~erti·~·~9·A~1~·bie····~ 
~ @www.dennews.com ~ 
~ .......................................................................................... ~ 
Call 581.2816 
to place an ad! 
' ' .. 
for students because it results in 
fewer lines and less time to return 
books, she said. 
In order for Textbook Rental 
Services co flow smoothly during 
the peak rimes of book return 
and book disrriburion, they must 
increase their staff from the normal 
six-person permanent unit. 
These addirional employees are 
temporary civil service employees, 
student employees and student 
groups and organizations chat 
can use rhe job as a fund-raising 
experience. 
"They do a tremendous amount 
of work in a very shore time," Miller 
said. ..Without these additional 
people, it would be impossible to 
accomplish our goals." 
To hire these people, Miller said 
Textbook Renea! works with the 
Human Resources and Financial 
Aid offices. 
n Wliea: Textbook rental is open 
Monday-Thursday 8:30-4:30pm 
and Friday 8 a.m- Noon. 
11 Where: Textbook rental is located 
next to Pemberton Hall near Old 
Main. 
11 The Rules: Fines will be issued 
for writing in books, water damage, 
ripped pages or lost books. 
ALL TEXTBOOKS RETURNED AITTR 
THE ESTABLISHED DEADLINE AND 
DURING THE FIVE DAY GRACE PERIOD 
WILL BE SUBJECT TO LATE FINES OF 
$10.00 PER BOOK. 
Welcome Back 
Students! 
Grads, f acuity, incoming students .. . 
Good apartments for 1, a few for 2. 
We've got your apartment! It's nice! 
olo< - • • 
' ,,. ~ - .,- -- L.. ~-- • ..... -· ""' 
Wood Rentals 
Jim W<><>CI. Realtor 
1512 A Street. P.O Box 377 
Charleston. IL. 61920 
217-345-4489 - Fax 345-4472 
.. ~ -....... . 
-----~- ----------- --------··---------- -------- ____ -_ ____: ------------~ 
• I 
Martin !Luther King, Jr. University Union 
· ·· · · Eas~rnlll~o~U~~e~i~ ~-_--~ .. ---~~. 
Mond1y•Thursd1yu .. 8:001m•71t · m 
Frlday,n H ., n u Htl• ""' B·toam-4:30pm 
Salurdayu ............... 10:00am-4;00pm 
Sunday ........................ 1 :OOpm.S:OOpm 
Extanda hours durtng 
f mUy Wet.kend & EIU Homecoming 
I Phone .. "" .. (800) 242·0757 
(217) 581-58.21 
Fax. .. " ....... (217) 581-6625 
li·maiL .... mhcoe@eiu..edu 
Your source for 
clot. · g & novelties! 
. . 
~ www.eiub10 1okstore.1c1om 
Bu di g Hours: 
Monday· ThllSday .... 7:0oam .. 11 :OOpm , 
Friday ... um .............. 7:008m - :OOam 
Saturday ................. 1 O:OOam .a 1 :COam· 
Sunday ................... 11 :OOama 11 :OOpm 
~~ 
UNIVERSITY 
- - --=----~ - - - - -- ---
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HOW THINGS WORK I SPORTS 
00 eats Availa 
By Matt Daniels Eastern's average yearly attendance vs. the OVC average 
When Mike Robinson hie his 
40-fooc buzzer-beating shoe on 
December 2, the crowd erupted in 
a loud cheer unheard of in rccenr 
years ac Lantz Arena. 
However, that noise would 
have been even louder if Lantz 
had been full. 
Lancz was only one-fifth full to 
its capacity, with an announced 
attendance of 1,076. Many sets of 
bleachers and chairback seats were 
unoccupied chroughouc the entire 
game. 
Which has been the story of 
men's basketball games ac Lantz 
the last four years. 
Eastern men's basketball hasn't 
had a crowd larger than 5,000 in 
the 5,300-seac Lancz Arena since 
the end of the 2002-03 season. 
The 02-03 regular-season finale 
against Austin Peay brought out 
5,020 fans to see the program's 
all-time leading scorer, Henry 
Domercant, play in his final 
collegiate basketball game at 
Lantz. 
Since that day in February 
more than three-and-a-half years 
ago, the largest attendance for a 
men's basketball game was the 
4,025 people who came ouc for 
the 2004-05 regular season finale 
against Murray Seate. 
That game turned ouc to be 
Rick Samuels' lase home game 
as head coach after his contract 
was not renewed following that 
season. 
The program has had five 
straight losing seasons since 
making the NCAA Tournament 
in 2001. 
This is the biggesc reason for 
low attendance at men's basketball 
games in the past five years, said 
Eastern's Director of Athletics 
Rich McDuffie. 
The Panthers averaged 3,342 
fans at Lantz Arena in the 2000-
01 season and 2,890 the following 
year, but average attendance since 
then has dropped by nearly l,500 
fans. 
Lase season's average attendance 
was l,558. 1n four of the five 
seasons prior to this, Eascem's 
home attendance numbers were 
less than the average of the Ohio 
Valley Conference's attendance 
figures. 
"We've got to have an exciting 
produce on the floor and we need 
co win a few games," McDuffie 
said. "We haven't won with any 
regularity for a while." 
The Panthers scheduled five 
home games during winter and 
Thanksgiving break, which 
contributes to the low attendance 
figures. 
The game against Wisconsin-
Green Bay at Lancz Arena on Nov. 
21 had an announced attendance 
of778. 
The Panthers won a close 
game, 63-61. 
"Nobody was here over 
Thanksgiving break and it was a 
good game against Wisconsin-
Green Bay," said men's basketball 
guard Julio Anthony. "If we 
would have had more fan supporr, 
people would play better." 
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iiCp!lo\ oireer aJ. Ne.uqua Valley 
Hjgh School in Naperville. 
Catchings said he came down 
co a game when Domercanc was 
still playing at Eastern and said 
the atmosphere at Lantz was 
"eleccric." 
"Jc was so much fun, you 
couldn't even sic in the stands," he 
said. "I'd love co see it like that." 
The crowd of 1,076 that 
saw Saturday night's 73-70 win 
against Arkansas Stace were loud 
and vocal chroughout much of 
the game. After Robinson hit his 
game winner at the buzzer, 50 or 
so srudents stormed the court co 
join in the celebration. 
"le was just really crazy because 
of all the love we got from the 
crowd tonight," said sophomore 
forward Billy Parrish after the 
game. "That was something we 
really needed. If we play well, we 
feel can gee chac every night at 
home." 
The team is 3-0 ac home this 
year in the regular season, having 
won three straight games at home 
for the first time since the 2002-
03 season. The players and head 
coach Mike Miller have stressed 
playing well and winning at home 
all season. 
Catchings said, however, 
he thinks if the ream were 
undefeated, Lantz would still not 
be sold our. 
"I think it has a loc to do with 
the history, baskecball history, 
we have here," he said. "I see ac 
football games, we were 8-0 in 
conference lase year and srill can't 
gee people to come to the last 
game." 
Anthony, a junior transfer 
from Cowley County Community 
College 1n Arkansas Cicy, Kan., 
said before Sarurday's game that 
playing ar Lancz Arena has felt like 
Players' perspedive playing at a "golf match" for the 
Junior forward Bobby games so far. 
Caccrungs said the lase time he " • "Tc's basically sometimes like 
: play~cj in UQQ~ ota :p~l<e<i • •• --- • pac.ri&e..:· Antboo)E..said, ~You.gm 
house" was during bis high co have energy rhroughouc the 
• EIU JWg. attendance 
13 OVC Avg. attendance 
Season 
fans. The fans bring energy. Ir 
makes rhe players wane co play." 
Former Panther Josh Gomes, 
• who graduated last May as 
Eastern's 14th all-rime leading 
scorer, said a big crowd makes the 
game easier. 
"The effect is huge," said 
Gomes from Poland, where is he 
playing professionally for AZS 
Kosialin. "Your opponenrs look 
tired and worn down ... and the 
mosc imporrant thing is your 
confidence rises. But the problem 
is, that the average student might 
nor know these things." 
Coach perspedive 
Eastern direccor of marketing 
and promotions Amy Reis said 
having fans actually see and talk 
co Miller helps. 
"You can put so many ads in 
the newspaper, bur to accually 
meet the individual, it buys icself 
right there," she said. 
Miller knows he is m a 
rebuilding mode with the 
program. 
Miller and his assistant coaches 
have been to Teutopolis, Mattoon, 
Neoga and Effingham speaking to 
groups about their team. 
"We've gone all over che place 
talking to people," Miller said. 
Bue the rebuilding doesn't only 
happen on the court. He knows it 
Strahan Coliseum, Texas State's 
home arena. 
Miller said he does not see why 
the same can't happen at Lann. 
"I don't see any reason in this 
community where ic doesn't gee co 
rhat poinc, where it's difficult co 
get a ticker and get in and watch 
the games," he said. "And there 
will be people that hear that or 
read that and say, 'Well, I don't 
see char.' I see char. I see rhac as 
part of our plan to enhance the 
program." 
Miller made it an emphasis this 
season to have more home games 
before Eastern starts the brunt of 
OVC play in January. 
Lase season, the Panthers only 
had three home games before 
January. This season, Eastern will 
have had six home games before 
the new year. 
Miller said he does not like 
playing on the road during school 
breaks or around holidays. 
"You start looking at the 
schedule and then you're playing 
on the road four or five games in 
a row and it's nor good for your 
ream," Miller said. "Ir's difficult 
on your players and I think when 
you're gone for a long stretch, 
(the fans) don't get in the habit of 
going co those games every week 
or every 10 days." 
extends co bringing in fans for the Administration perspedive 
games. Reis knows Charleston is nor 
"I think the atmosphere the media market Chicago or Sc. 
around college basketball, a big Louis is. 
part of that is the fans," he said. She also knows the size of 
"And a big pare of that is the Eastern, Charleston and the 
excitement chat it generates and surrounding communities are 
having people in the building . . . another challenge co her job. 
as we build, chat's an area rhat Bue she said this can beneficial 
needs to grow with all che other in promoting Eastern spores. 
areas." "Every university of this 
Miller was head coach ac size faces che same adversities," 
Texas Scace (formerly Souchwesr she said. "One, whether ic is 
Texas) from 1994-2000. He said you're in rhe shadows of a larger 
low attendance numbers were conference. Two, jusc crying to 
common his first couple years, pull in a large audience from a 
. • b.t.u..hy>che Jiith.,ireac, Ihcre.. wauo...- . . limited .comm.1.1oiI¥-1.t.hink.bo.di 
announced sellout at 7,200-seac of those, actually aren't necessarily 
bad things." 
Reis said fans can connect 
with Eastern athletes on a more 
personal level. 
"Ac a big school, they get 
caught up in the atmosphere or 
kind of that enthusiasm of being 
there," she said. "Here, I chink our 
fans have more of an opportunity 
. . . co acrually be a little more 
involved." 
Reis said a struggle she has 
dealt with is making it known 
Eastern participates in Division I 
athletics. This is one of her main 
goals, she said, co let people know 
Eastern athletics has the same 
chance co have poscseason success 
like Duke or Illinois. 
"We may not have the name 
of Duke or the name of whatever 
resonates with students and co 
chis excitement," she said. "My 
goal for me and the only thing I 
think abouc is my responsibility 
to gee the fans in the stands and 
let the coaches worry about what 
their jobs are and that'll all come 
cogether." 
McDuffie was here when 
Domercant and teammate Kyle 
Hill led the Panthers to the 
NCAA Tournament. 
Hill and Domercant were two 
of the nation's cop five scorers 
in 2001. McDuffie said the fact 
the team had a successful season, 
coupled with Domercanr's and 
Hill's scoring abilities, led co 
scrong attendance numbers that 
season. 
"People wane co see basketball 
that is exciting," McDuffie said. 
"People want to see wins. And I 
think both of those are coming." 
McDuffie said when Lantz 
does gee two-thirds full, ic is 
a tough place co play, with it 
becoming loud and the fans 
becoming active in the game. 
Bue co gee chac excitement, 
he said, the school has co field 
an ence~aini~g 9aske~ball.tF, , 
:aloug .l*4th o.iil:ihaI' ~on a,._ 
regular basis. 
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A gui~.A..e to catnpus parking 
Finding a spot is never 
going to be easy, but 
knowing where to look 
can help you get to 
class on time 
SWEET SPOTS 
These are the great places to park 
chat will be filled up before 9 a.m. 
every single day. 
1 lhis is the E-Lot, righc • across from Stevenson Hall. 
Ideal for classes located in 
McAfee, Coleman and the Phvsical 
Sciences Building. · 
2&3 With • conscruccion 
clogging rhe ease 
sid,c: of campus, due to the Doudna 
Fine Am Building chat is still being 
built, education majors and ochers 
will find themselves fighting for 
chcse spots behind Buzzard Hall. 
Boch locs on Ninth Srreet a.re in 
demand, bur there are also a line of 
spots along Hayes Avenue chat a.re 
open for student parking that many 
overlook. 
4 Pembcnon's Hall studem • loc is one of the few lots on 
campus chat direcrly border a 
classroom building. 
NEXT BEST BETS 
If you arrive on campus between 
9 a.m. and IO a.m • the best spots 
We've got. .. 
the REAL thing 
Mon.-Frl. 10am-7pm 
Sat 10a.m-4pm • Sun CL 
**Buy** 
**Sell** 
**Trade** 
**Instant Cash Fast** 
**Diamonds** 
**Gold ** Silver** 
**Electronics** 
**Camcorders** 
**Musical Equipment** 
-18 I•' 'llk'I \\ ''""I•' II) II 1'111'1 "·'"' 1>1 lie. Stak· II>. \lil1t.ir\. l"h:. 
111 IJ>, .!1111•>1 '""" l-111!1 d.ik 
**Magannes•• 
**DVDs** 
LI 
0 
F ........ 
a.re all gone. But these lots are your 
next best bet. 
5 S-lot. Across the Tundra • (the large, grassy area on the 
sou ch side of che Tarble Arts Center) 
from che main body of campus, chis 
loc is much better when the weather 
is nice than when a cold wind is 
blowing and the ground is frozen. 
6 The W-lot sirs across from • Lawson and Taylor Halls, 
and is the primary parking 
lot for the wesc half of campus. 
Both the S and W lots arc often 
full of underclass cars sitting unused 
for weeks. 
HIKING IS UNDERRATED 
Gee here after 11 a.m. and there 
are two choices: circle endlessly 
hoping to swoop in like a vulture 
when someone pulls out for lunch, 
or accept the long. walking face 
chat awaits you. We ac The Daily 
D 
0 
Eastern News suggest students with 
afternoon classes invest in a good 
pair of running shoes and learn to 
love co walk. 
7 The 9th Street Loe, next • to Greek Court, is quite a 
crck from the resc of campus 
and even ic is full in the afternoon. 
le docs not seem bad until a cold 
wind is blowing, ac which point at 
200 percent tuition increase for 
a parking garage begins to make 
sense. 
Grant View Anartments 
Brand new acrosSWirom Lantz 
-4 Bc:dtoomf.l Bathmom1 
•Fully futniahccl 
•Space& nailabk Car Spring &. Fall '2007 
close to campus 
located on the corner of 
1st grant 
caJI Today for ResetVations 
345-3353 or ~pts.com 
8 Noc actually on the map • is the O'Brien Stadium loc. 
If absolutely all else fails, 
this lot will always have some son 
of parking available co ic because no 
one wants co walk that fu buc these 
spots are acrually great if you have 
classes in Lann. 
If not, and it is a Friday, it may 
make more sense co simply cut class 
and begin cailgairing for chat night's 
home football game. 
The Eastern football ccam will 
be pretty good this year. 
. 
Advefti,. Todcay 
~r' 
- 1 
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. . 
Your Leade .. in 
Student 
HousingU 
• 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Leasing Begins .in October for the next school year! 
So Many LociatlOns to ohoose front! 
Call Today!! 34&-5022. 
' .. 
"Eeat View'' 
"Ci!impus Edge" 
UCenwr~ Cirossing1• 
"Miiiennium Place,. 
"Panther Heights,. 
"Coul"f\Yard on 9tll" 
~he Atrium~• 
www.unique-properties.net 
. ' . 
I ; ... , 
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HOW THINGS WORK I FRESHMAN ANGST 
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Freshman often experience anxiety during their first year in college. Finding a way to relieve the stress of academic demands can make the transition to college easier for students. 
Le_arning to survive the first year 
Being social a 
good way to beat 
homesickness 
By Micltael Petersoa ud Aslaley 
Rlleff 
Becoming a freshman in college 
or new to Eastern is like being a fish 
out of warer. 
Everything that is familiar 
and safe to the student suddenly 
disappears as they arc thrust into a 
completely new cnvitonmcm. 
New college students have ro 
handle things they may not have had 
to deal with before, such as problems 
with roommates, homesickness and 
the possibility of leaving behind a 
girlfriend or boyfriend. 
"'They have to become less 
dependent on mom and dad and 
more dependent on themselves," 
said admissions counselor Sarah 
Heise. "It's kind of a cransition into 
adulthood, and that can be vcty 
scary." 
A piece of advice that Heise gives 
to incoming freshmen is to not go 
home every weekend for the fuse 
couple of weeks at Eastern. Students 
should try and make friends and 
become familiar to the campus. 
She also recommends leaving your 
dorm room door open, so it is easier 
to meet the people on your Booe. 
Students also need to watch 
out for the most common scressors 
that affccc the average freshman. 
Ac.cording to Jeff Stowell, associate 
professor of psychology, the most 
common strcssors for new students 
include making changes in their 
daily scrucrurc, having more control 
over their lives, dealing with social 
Stress, working a job and handling 
the simple academic demands of 
being a college srudcnt. 
"(Students) need to find a way 
to relieve their Stress," Stowell said. 
"And I would recommend against 
different forms of escape, such as 
alcohol, too much television and 
video games." 
While television and other forms 
of entertainment arc not necessarily 
harmful in small doses, they 
shouldn't replace healthier ways of 
dealing with stress, Stowell said. 
But the real key to having a good 
6rst year on campus is to make 
connections with people and to 
provide oneself with meaningful 
relationships. Students should work 
on building a family away from 
home. 
"You have to establish good 
support groups, either from 
roommates, other friends or groups 
on campus. (Scudcm:s) need to get 
involved or they will begin to isolate 
themselves," Stowell said. 
10 tips to make freshman year easier 
1 . Go to class regularly. In 
college, regular attendance and 
preparation before each class is 
necessary co keep up with the 
material. 
2. Get involved in at least 
one out-of-class activity. Students 
who have ouc-of-dass interests 
make better and more long-lasting 
friendships, arc more satisfied in 
their college environment ~d are 
more likely co stay in school until 
graduation. 
3, Gee co know your re~idem 
assistant. These students know the 
ropes and can help with everything 
from where to find things. to 
homesickness and roommate 
problems. 
4. Be ready for new 
experiences. You will meet people 
who have different customs, beliefs, 
values and habits. Remember thac 
learning takes place both in and our 
of the classroom. 
5. Treat the univer.s1cy and 
community as you would rrea1 your 
home and your family. Remember 
chat for many people. the college 
community is their year-round 
home. Behave here as you would 
want others to behave in your 
parents' yard. 
6. Get co know at lease one 
professor well each 5emcstc:r. 
Eventually, you will need references 
from professors for summer 
internships, graduate school and 
employment. Also. professors who 
know you and know your interests 
and srrengths can help you identify 
job opportunities. 
7. Although the campus will 
do all it can to make college life 
safe and secure, you muse assume 
some responsibility for your own 
wdl-bcing. Follow well-lit paths 
and don't walk alone at night. 
Report lost or scolc:n keys and ID 
cards immediately and don't let 
strangers into your residence hall or 
apanmem. 
8. Check out study abroad 
programs. An international learning 
experience is a valuable commodicy, 
personally and professionally. 
9. Keep in touch with the 
financial aid office and apply 
for scholmhips. Know whar 
applicaciom arc required and know 
the deadlines. Students should keep 
their families informed and know 
the school's academic progress 
requirements to retain financial aid 
eligibility. 
1 0. And finally, a general 
piece of good advice for all studcncs: 
Learn to use che word "no." Learn 
to respecr che word "no." It i~ ~ 
to take on coo many responsibilities 
and become overloaded. 
Sou rcc::www.psu.edu/u rl 
NEWS/nc:w~fre~hmen.hcml. 
"ltll ntE 1RUTH ~D DON'T BE AARjXIJD." SECTI 0N C 
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Inside the new Doudna Fine Arts Building construction continues. Eastern administration expects substantial completion of the building to be completed in December. 
Doudna construction on schedule 
$60 million Fine Arts 
Building expected to be 
completed in December 
By Nora Maberry 
The sciences are nexc. 
With The Doudna Fine 
Ans building expected to bave 
substantial completion by 
December 2007, Eastern is looking 
ahead co its next conscructlon 
project. 
The next major building due 
for construction is a new science 
building, said Eastern President 
Lou Hencken. 
Jeff Cooley, vice president 
for Business Affairs, is in 
charge of keeping Eascern's lisc 
of construction projeccs. The 
proposed science building would 
be more expensive than Doudna. 
"Adjusting for inflation, the 
construction cosc of the new 
science building is about $73 
million;' said Cooley. "When you 
add in land acquisition, design fees 
and cquipmem, the cocaJ cost co 
complete is about $92 million." 
In comparison, Doudna will be 
a $60 million dollar building upon 
completion. 
The Life Science and Physical 
Science buildings are in need of 
repairs, said Hencken. 
A faet faculty members bave 
commenced about, including 
Assege Haile Mariam, chair of 
faculty senate. 
"1he day we approved the campus 
improvement fee, unbeknownst 
to me, Assege was going to gee up 
and caJk abour how we needed 
co improve the Physical Science 
Building and how it affeets 
enrollment," said Hencken. 
"Doudna is a 60 million dollar 
building when we are finished, 
we are requesting 70 million for 
science," said Hencken. 
An architect for the new 
building has not been hired due 
co a lack of c:apicaJ developmenc 
funds. 
"What we should be doing is 
hiring an architect for the new 
science building but they bave not 
released any capital development 
money in the scare of Illinois for 
the last four or five years," said 
Hencken. 
Upon completion the new 
building could house deparcrnenrs 
currently housed in the physical 
science and life science buildings, 
including biology, chemistry, 
physics, physical sciences and 
communication disorders and 
science. 
The new science building 
would go ease of Old Main, said 
Hencken. 
DOUDNA CONSTRUCTION 
With substantial completion 
expected by December, the 
conscruccion workers at Doudna 
have seven months co complete the 
$60 million building but it may be 
longer before students are allowed 
co finally use the facility. 
"Substantial completion means 
the building is ready co be occupied, 
but chey will want to test ro make 
sure the hearing works and the 
sound equipment works," said 
Hencken. 
"You never gee a second chance 
to make a first impression." 
Construction on Doudna was 
originally supposed to begin in the 
fall of 2002 and be completed by 
the fall of 2005, but lack of funding 
prevented chat. Construction on the 
building officially began in 2005. 
DOUDNA FAST FACTS 
" Who: Antoine Predock designed 
the building. In 1985, Antoine 
Predock was awarded the Rome Prize 
and in 2006 he was honored with 
the American Institute of Architects 
highest award, the AIA Gold Medal. 
" How much it will cost: Doudna 
1s a $60 million building according to 
President Hencken. 
" Wiien will it open: Substantial 
completion is expected in December 
2007. 
.. Who will ue it: The College of 
Arts and Humanities offices will be 
placed in Doudna. Linder House, 
the current office of the dean of the 
college of arts and humanities will be 
given back to the Alumni Association, 
who owns the building. upon 
completion of Doudna. 
The art department, the theater 
department and the music 
department will all have offices and 
classes in Doudna 
" What's inside of Doudna: 
Doudna contains state of the art 
technology, including state of the 
art sound equipment in aft of the 
theaters. 
"I don't chink anyone on campus 
knows whac we wenc through to get 
the money for chis building," said 
Hencken. 
THE EXTERIOR 
Doudna's exterior facing the 
library quad currently gleams widi 
copper sheeting. The copper is 
currently in the process of turning 
a darker copper, due co chemicals in 
the air. 
Eventually skylighcs and doors 
will enclose this area. 
"The copper turning will 
basically stop once the skylighcs 
and the exterior doors are put on 
the building," said Rex Hilligoss, 
campus architeet. 
Besides the copper, the 6rsc thing 
students will see is the huge amount 
of windows chat the new building 
will contain. Upon completion, 
Doudna will contain over $400,000 
worth of glass. 
"I would hace to bid the job co 
wash the glass," said Hencken. 
Hencken took a tour of 
Doudna during finals week. 
Ar that time noc all of the 
current glass had been installed. 
"Wbac makes a buge difference is 
all chis glass," said Hencken. "All of 
a sudden you got the feeling chis is 
going to be a finished produce." 
One part of Doudna's exterior 
thac may not be completed soon 
is the rows of steps chat were co 
face che Library quad. Originally 
the architect, Antoine Predock, 
designed the building with a serious 
of steps facing the library quad to 
be used for searing during outdoor 
plays. Due to a lack of funding, the 
stairs were cut from cbe plans. 
"Early on we bad ro cake chem 
out because the project was running 
low on money," said Hilligoss. "We 
are now looking ac a donation that 
would bring chem back." 
THE INTERIOR 
Once students are finally moved 
into Doudna they may not realize 
char they are aetually seeing pares of 
the old fine arcs building. 
Certain walls will purposely 
showcase chel960s brick walls that 
were apart of the original building 
while ochers will be stained to 
march the new brick. 
Less than a third of the building 
itself is part of the original building, 
said Hilligoss. 
"In reality it probably would 
have saved us some time if we didn't 
use the old building, we had some 
problems fitting the new style into 
the old building," said Hilligoss. 
"Wbac was code complianr in 65 is 
five times chat now." 
The plans have the old building 
blending with the new building so 
weU, chac students may not be able 
co cell the difference. 
"My guess is chat a student 
walking through here will not be 
able co cell chis is apart of the old 
building," said Hencken. 
What students will be able 
co tell is the time chat went into 
making Doudna state of the arc 
in every way. Music rooms have 
all been acoustically created in 
order to perfect che instructional 
experience. 
"Everything has been created 
that has anything to do with music," 
said Hilligoss. 
The rreaunenc prevencs outside 
noise, such as students caJking 
in the hallways and traffic from 
invading classrooms and will keep 
the music created in the classrooms 
from invading the hallways and 
ocher classrooms. 
"This building is as acoustically 
perfect as possible for instruction 
purposes," said Hilligoss. 
Once Doudna is complete, the 
challenge becomes keeping the 
building in the best shape possible. 
The ad.ministration is already 
requesting funding to run the 
building. 
Hencken has requested 
$700,000, which indudes funds 
for eleetrkity and building service 
workers. 
"If you open a great building 
like chis, and don't have a staff to 
maintain it, it won't take long for it 
to look dog eared," said Hencken. 
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WHERE TO GO I REC CENTER 
FILE PHOTO 
Svetlozar Zahariev, a junior physical education major, performs a curl in the free weight area in the Student Recreation Center on March 27, 2006. The Rec Center is open for student use 
during the Fall, Spring and Summer terms. 
Rec Center has weights, tracks and television 
By Matt Daniels 
Director of Campus Recreation 
Ken Baker continues to see che 
Srudenc Recreation Cencer chrive 
and expand. 
Baker, just finishing his eighch 
year as director of che Rec Center, 
can remember back to che days 
when che building did not have 
restrooms. 
"We keep improving but people 
don't remember che way it used co 
be," be said. 
"Srudents sometimes don't really 
appreciate how good we have ic," 
said Baker. 
How good Eastern bas it is chat 
scudenrs, and Baker emphasizes che 
KEN BAKER I DIRECTOR OF THE REC CENTER 
"We keep improving but people don't remember the way it used to 
be. Students sometimes don't really appreciate how good we have 
it." 
word srudents, can show up at che 
Rec wich just cheir Panther card 
and use che facilities chat have six 
baskecball/volleyball courts, fitness 
centers wich aerobic and strengch 
training machines, a 1/9 mile crack 
and free weight areas. 
"If srudents get here at 4 p.m., 
chey might have co waic awhile co 
use the elliptical machines. But we 
have more ellipticals than Western 
Illinois, Illinois Seate and Indiana 
Scace combined." 
Baker pointed ouc cbac at ocher 
universities, srudencs have to pay 
extra fees co use exercise equipment 
or co play incramurals. 
Bue chat isn't che case at Eastern. 
The Rec also bas an aerobid 
multi-purpose room, a dance 
srudio and a lobby/lounge wich two 
couches and a big-screen relevision. 
"We continue co see our numbers 
go up," Baker said. "Our srudent 
body stays che same, well generally 
che same, buc everybody else wants 
co use ic." 
That everybody else chac wanes 
co use ic includes che residents of 
Coles County. 
WHERE TO GO I COUNSELING CENTER 
I 
But Baker is quick to point out 
chat the building is for the students 
first and foremost. 
"Our most difficult thing is 
co protect che (building) for the 
studencs. One of our biggest 
challenges is co maintain the 
integrity of the srudenrs in using the 
facilicy," Baker said. 
Srudents saw changes this year 
at the Rec, with securicy cameras 
being installed and each piece of 
cardiovascular equipment having ics 
own tdevision monitor. 
Instead of students watching 
what is on the 1Vs in the Rec, 
students can now choose what they 
will watch. 
"Each year the expectations keep 
getting high~," Baker said. 
Counseling center helps students deal with pressures 
Over 600 students 
helped each year 
By Melissa Territo 
The social and academic pressures 
that college srudencs fuce daily can 
be exciting, yet challenging and 
stressful at the same time. available co students: personal 
Sometimes the stress and pressure counseling, group counseling, 
can be too much for one person to oucreach and consultation. 
handle. Eastern Illinois University's Each year, che Counseling Cencer 
Counseling Center is both free provides personal counseling to over 
and confidential, which assists and 600 undergraduate and graduate 
supporcs students in growth and srudents. Suicide, rape/sexual 
appreciation of themselves. assault, loss of a loved one, anxiecy/ 
There arc six psychologisrs and panic attacks and self murilarion 
counselors, two interns and one are just a few of the problems chat 
secretary apart of the Counseling students face that can be helped at 
Center. . . . . · . , · · . · ·, .cbc: CP!ltl~clisi.g.~nter, . 
There are four different services A sophomore physical education 
major who wishes co remain 
anonymous scared, "The Counseling 
Center has helped me deal with 
my problem and feelings on being 
homesick." 
The Counseling Center provides 
an opporrunicy for srudents to freely 
express their personal problems 
and/or concerns that they do not 
share with others. 
"I I ike the fact that I can schedule 
my appointmencs on a weekly, bi-
weekly, or monthly basis. This helps 
me set rime ouc of my day co express 
my feelings co anocher person that 
cares and understands," said junior 
biology rnajorwhowishes co remain 
anonymous. 
Tue benefits of counseling allow 
students to be able to experience 
crust and openness with someone, 
be heard and understand and learn 
a lot about their own self 
Mose sessions are typically 50 
minutes long. . 
Students ·are limited co eight 
individual counseling sessions each 
semester, to a total of 32 sessions 
over their enrollment at Eastern 
Illinois University. Unlike che limits 
on individual counseling sessions, 
srudents are nor limited in their 
participation in group counseling. 
The Counseling Center also 
provides education programming 
on mental bealch topics. 
There are Life Skills Seminars 
sponsored by the Counseling 
Center each semester, which are a 
series of workshops covering: stress 
management, improving relations 
and coping with depression. 
The Counseling Center is located 
on the first floor of the Human 
Services Building. Appoincmenc:s 
can be made by going co the office 
co arrange an appointment or by 
calli~g· the. Counseling ~ter· ar 
217-581-3413. 
A look at the many 
sites for studying, 
·napping or socializing 
Eastern feacu..., ""'"Y lounges and lob&;., 
"«>und <anipo.s. A lounge can ""1ge &om a 
tiny roam With a couple cibles and cfutirs to a 
huge roam With "cade macJtin..,, coucJ,.., and 
more. So, whar make, one lounge better than the other? 
Mark Hudson, d;rector of U>tiversiiy 
Hoo.sing and DUting Se,.,,;ces, s.Ud $15,0oo ro 
$20,000 could be spent on a given lobb~ 
Three lobbies have been redone;,, Lawson, 
Andrews and Pemberton resid.,,ce halls. 
ls th;, money go;,,g ro goad o.se? Sure, these 
lob&;., or lounge.. may have all the amenities 
needed, bl.lt do they really stack up? 
S<uden" can o.se lounge.. for a var;.iy of objectives. 
"I use lounge.. for homework, and tharS 
about it,• said Dawn Thomas, a sophomore 
elementary education tnajor. 
Bur for any Eastern s<udenr, finding a 
lounge to •<udy thar su;., their needs can be 
tough. So, how do they know which one to choose? 
Thomas s.Ud she looks for comforr and 
silence in a lounge. 
J\l°""'der Esl;,,ger, a junior finance major, 
said he isn't loo/ting for a whole lor ;n lounges, 
CXcepr Wireless Intern.,, comfy IUrni<ure and quier. 
The academic lounge.. also have the;,"'"'· 
John Sterrett, a sen;or political science 
major, takes naps at the library. 
•rm exhausted alier el.ass and ;,; qu.iet," 
Sterrett s.Ud. fie added thar the besr place to 
take a nap in is the reference area of Booth Library. 
Odds are thar you Will be unaware of some 
of the lounge.. around campu.s. And odds are 
that you know even more lounges than listed. 
S<udenrs have a l>llrieiy of op;nions on their 
favorite lounges around <anipo.s. Thomas 
chose the Union Bridge Lounge as her favorite, 
"'lti/e Eslinger said, "My favorite lounge ls rhe 
library. because it is rhe cnosr quiec." 
On the Other end of the 'P«trum, Usa 
Guth, a sophomore psychology major, chose 
the ]a,. lounge;. the Union because, as she 
•.Ud, "They have the hoc choeo/are righc there. " 
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WHERE TO GO I ACADEMICS 
Writing center offers help for students 
By Ryan Sweeney 
The writing ccnccr has tutors 
available to help studcncs perfect 
cheir writing skills as they face the 
stresses of midterms. 
Shannon Lictleton and Lavada 
Simpson, rutors in the writing 
center, said they offer help to 
students who have problems with 
proper writing. lhey also try to 
give as much help as possible to 
make them more confident in their 
writing. 
Graduate students who have 
experience in teaching and have 
completed their cour~e work 
currently work in the writing 
center. In order to learn how 
ro inscrucc students in writing 
intensive course~ and help them 
perfect their skills, these scudencs 
work with ocher ceachers as well. 
Tutors in che writing center 
do not proofread and correct the 
mistakes students make, bur chey 
do help the scudents identify their 
mistakes so they arc able m correct 
them on their own. 
Littleton said the overall goal 
of the weiring center is to hdp 
)tudcncs perfect their grammar 
skills and also learn co write in a 
professional manner, along with 
aiming them in the direction where 
chey can find the information they 
need co do so. 
"I wouldn't consider us 
proofreaders, but more as coaches 
who wane co ger the 5tudcnts to 
learn how to find and correct their 
miscakes more on their own," 
Littleton said. 
Some of the busiest times in the 
writing center are midterms and 
finals week. 
"There are many repeat 
WHERE TO GO I IUNESS 
Shauna Searcy, a composition and rhetoric graduate student, works on a paper in the Writing Center in Coleman Hall Wednesday evening. The 
Writing Center offers tutors and other resources to help with paper writing problems 
scudenrs who come in all the rime, 
sometimes more chan once a day, 
co gee help with their writing and 
revising," Simpson said. 
Valerie Holmes, a freshman, 
said she has utilized the tutors in 
chc Writing Center occasionally 
chis year. 
"lhe writing cenccr has helped 
me establish a cerrain format and 
helped me express certain ideals 
Sick? 
and details helping co research 
specific points on what it is 1 
am clearly looking for help in," 
Holmes said. 
A lot of srudencs come in to get 
help on how to write bibliographies 
in APA scyle, which is something 
most professors require for research 
papers. 
Many professors do noc require 
cheir scudencs to go to the writing 
center, Simpson said. Bue some 
suggest going just for the help 
anyway. 
Students who are involved in 
the Gateway Program ac Eastern 
are required to go to the Writing 
Cencer by their professors. 
The writing center has been 
looking co improve the program 
by gcning more tutors and is 
hoping co improve their services by 
WHERE TO GO I ART 
making them accessible through 
the Internet. The demand for 
turors now is high, and the Writing 
Center is looking for hdp at all 
rimes. 
The Wricing Center is located 
in Coleman Hall Room 3110, 
and the hours are 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
and 6-9 p.m. Monday through 
Thursday, and 9 a.m. co 1 p.m. on 
Fridays. 
Culture available 
Health services Clinic can help on campus 
By Melissa Territo 
Health Services provides 
students with medical services and 
health educational programs co 
prevent and reduce preventable 
health risk and illncs.~es that 
interfere with students' every day 
lives. 
"Health Services helps srudencs 
with academic performance, 
learning, scudenc retention and 
person growth opportunities," said 
Eric Davidson. Associate Director 
of Health Services. 
Four Medical Doctors, one 
Nurse Practicioncr, one Physician's 
Assistance, one Pharmacist, cwo 
Pharmacy Technicians, rwo Lab 
Technicians, one Phlebocomisc and 
one Psychiatrist one day a week 
staff the Health Service Clinic. 
Amanda Suggs, a sophomore 
fumily and consumer sciences 
major said, "The clinic is very 
accessible co srudencs because ic 
is located in the central part of 
campus." 
Health Services is rccogniud 
as a leader of srt.ident he'Cllch 
wiiliiit the ~iacc. "We are "one "of • 
the few Health Services within 
Illinois, as well as in the nation, 
who have fully implemented an 
electronic medical record and 
patient management system," said 
Davidson 
Health Services have made 
it even easier for students 
by incorporating an online 
appointment scheduling and 
record availabilicy. 
Sam Karr, a junior 
communicacion studies major said, 
"They always cry co schedule me in 
as soon as possible, and the doccors 
are always personable and nice." 
Along with the Health Services 
Clinic, there are Health Services 
educational programs available to 
students. The educational programs 
are designed to help students 
prevent health risks and illnesses 
chat inccrfere with their academic 
performance and personal growth 
opportunities. 
"The best thing about Health 
Services is that they always try 
co make studencs fed welcome 
because they are so friendly," 
, said Aaron Towler, sophomore 
. sociologi major: 
'There arc over 15 educational 
programs available co help 
students. 
'There arc one-on-one education 
sessions, small groups, student 
organizations and presentations 
cailorcd to classes. 
All consultations arc 
confidential and will not be 
disclosed without the counsclec's 
written consenc. 
Davidson said chat Health 
Service tries co always be able 
to accommodate students, 
especially since the majority of 
chc educational programs are 
administered by graduate and 
undergraduate scudcnt employees, 
interns and volunteers. 
"We do a lot, especially when 
ic comes to the level of our staffing 
compared co the srudencs," said 
Davidson. 
Health Services is open Monday 
through Friday from 8 a.m. until 5 
p.m., Saturday from 10 a.m. until 
2p.m. 
Appointments can be made by 
going co the office to arrange an 
appointment or by calling Health 
Services ·at '217=sst-2717 ... • • • 
Art Center showcases 
local artists 
By Jess Kinsella 
Vibrant oil painungs to 
dcca1led charcoal on paper lme 
the wall of the Tarblc Am 
Cente[ 
1he c.cma, on Ninch Street 
ncxc ro Buzzard Hall, offers 
plenty of opponunicies for 
srudent co \'le\'I: all types of art 
work 
Stud nt shows and 
exh1hmons rangmg from 
cradmonal pamt and pnnt co 
computer based or pre-historic 
artifaas arc on display year 
round, said Kit Morice, cur.nor 
of educ:auon. 
Most of che anwork on 
display is accompanied with 
a sracemenc from the anise 
describing whac they envisioned 
or how they went about creating 
the piece. 
Not onlv does the artS center 
prO\ td student, community 
and r~ured arusts' work. but 1t 
holds theater productions as ,,eJI. 
The center just expanded 
the arrium area tn 2004, which 
provides a large area for the plays 
to cake place. 
The Chari ton ( .ommunicy 
Theater group, ' htC.h c.onsists of 
Eastern srudcnt and members of 
the commun1ty, performs about 
three produc.tions chroughout 
the year at rhe c.cntcr, Morice 
s.·ud. 
Vanous recitals .md private 
music shO\\ rnvolvrng students 
or members of the community 
are also hdd .u the center, 
Morice said. 
The Tarble Arcs Center books 
its arthits and displays about a 
year in advance so that ic can 
provide a monthly newsletter for 
the vear, Mon e s.ud. 
Summer hours for the center 
are from I 0 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday through Saturday, and 
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday. 
If srudcnts have questions 
they can c.all the Tarble 
Ans Oncer at (217)-581-
ARTS 21S1). ____ _ 
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WHERE TO GO I FUN SPOTS 
1 . The University Book 
Store- where else can you buy poster board, 
key chains and sweatshirts all with in walking 
distance of your dorm? It's a more expensive 
chan Wal-mart, bur when it's 20 degrees and 
snowing outside, you won't mind paying 
extra for some construction paper. 
2 e The bowling alley- games are a 
$2.2).for srudents with a valid ID. It's cheap 
entertainment and you get co release some 
penc up aggression by chrowing pretty marble 
balls at pins. Trust me, it will come in handy 
during finals week. 
. 3. The food courc- home co 
one of che only Chick-Fil-A's in che scare, 
che Union food court offers everything from 
subway to pizza and accepts cash and dining 
dollars. Don't take che rrays out of the union, 
they frown on that. 
4 • The rec center- studencs can play 
racker ball, basketball, volleyball, walk on an 
indoor crack or swim. Yes, I said swim. For 
che non-athletically inclined there is a giant 
TV in the lobby and a foosball cable. 
5. 
Alf PHOTO 
Kevin Miller takes a shot at solids while playing pool with four of his friends in 
the Thomas Hall lobby. 
7th srreec underground-
Former srudem body president Ryan Berger 
promised char the 7th street underground 
would be the coolest place on campus after 
renovations were completed. Thar remains to 
be seen, bur it is where any comedian chat 
comes to Eastern performs and any place 
chat has live entertainment is good. 
IN-HOUSE 
MANUFACTURING 
.. OVIES 
Home of the 99 e&nt rentel 
Get a Club Card for $19.80 
and get 20 rentals! 
$1.98 w/out card 
cus•om Embroitte,. 
IL screenpr•nti118 ~ 
Your needs are met With~ stair. 
and an Jn.house graphic arlisl, 
ill a Cl88tive. rs/axed a/Jnosplletel ,. 
What are you waitit1g for? 
Advertise itt the PEN to help your busit1ess grow 
581-2816 
Youngstown Apartments 
( 3 & 4 Bedrooms Available J 1, 2, 
-Fully Furnished -Decks 
- 3 Laundry - Central Air 
Facilities - Dishwashers 
- Garbage Disposal 
345-2363 
Balconies 
Patios 
Volleyball 
Pool 
en spots at 
Eastern 
6. Booch Library- It has 
books. Lots and lots of books. Bur ir also has 
movies and CDs chat students can check out. 
There are computer labs and comfy chairs. 
Plus Booth sponsors films series and guest_ 
speakers. 
7. McAfee- it's basically a 
maze chat used to be a gym. It's the only 
building on campus with ceilings enough to 
house Chinese Acrobats. Plus, sometimes if 
you sit on che steps you get a free concert 
from the music department . 
8. Marty's-Abar. On campus. 
With a panther outside chac srudenrs ride. 
9. Tarble An Center-
provides Eastern w1cha little class and culture. 
With everything from paintings ro exhibits 
on Native American's Tarble is Easrern's own 
art museum. 
10. The ITC- Located in 
Buzzard Hall, che ITC is a lab for education 
majors, but anyone can use it. 
You can buy construction paper, googly 
eyes and bulletin board boarders. Plus, 
they have a larninator and it's cheaper chan 
anywhere else on campus. 
LNWOOD 
INETREE 
PARTMENTS 
~st & 2nd Semester 
Leases Available 
Free 
: . 'Parki.ng 
Cambriage ana Nantucket 
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TH STREET 
Terrific Apartments 
345-6000 
ACROS$ !;=ROM CHURCH . 
"' . . ' ~ 
. Campus photo map 
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WHERE TO GO I GREEN HOUSE 
Eastern lets students go green 
Greenhouse named 
for former professor 
allows students to 
study botany bands on 
BJ Teague Fitzgerald MolloJ 
The Thuc Greenhouse is a hands-
on exhibition filled with different 
plane benches that overB.ow into the 
walkways throughout the building. 
The 3400-square foot Thut 
Greenhouse, wedged near the 
Doudna construction sice and the 
Biological Sciences Building, was 
built in 1962. 
It is the biological science 
deparonenc's botanical 
conservatory. 
The greenhouse is open to 
students from 8 co 10 a.m. 
Steve Malehorn, who manages 
the greenhouse, will happily answer 
student's questions while they 
tour the different rooms of the 
greenhouse. 
The greenhouse contains a 
Desert room, a Fe.rn room, herb 
Garden and research room. 
The greenhouse is named after 
Hiram Thur, a professor of botany 
at Eastern who died in 1974. 
He retired in 1969 after 37 years 
of teaching at EIU. 
According co Easccrn's Biological 
Sciences website, "Thut was 
involved with the planning of the 
present Life Science Building and 
was inscrwnental in getting our 
present greenhouse. 
ALE PHOTO 
The Tuft Greenhouse is located on campus across from Buzzard Hall. The greenhouse is named after Hiram 
Thut, a professor of botany at Eastern who died in 1974. Thut Greenhouse also functions as a facility for 
study in and out of the classroom. 
Thuc also found rime to be active 
in church and civic affairs, and 
was an inventor, having received a 
parent in 1943 on a bimetallic Lighc 
meter manufactured by a division 
of Bendix Aviation Corporation." 
Thut Greenhouse also functions 
as a facility for srudy in and ouc of 
the classroom. 
Currently, the greenhouse is 
being used co scudy a Japanese 
beetle mating behavior on grape 
and soybean plants, cataloging 
prairie species and soil response co 
invasion by an exotic plane species. 
Srudenc invescigacor research 
involves field surveys and lab 
research including flower iniriarion, 
Bower development, pollination, 
fertilization, seed development, 
seed dormancy, germination, and 
seedling esrablishmcnr. 
This EIU research and 
development has been presented ac 
Environmental Horizons, Illinois 
Scare Academy of Science, and 
Botanical Society of America. 
• 
Help with 
the future 
Career Services is there ro help 
students make wise decisions 
regarding their career. 
Career Scrvico is in 1310 
Human Resources Building. 
Descriptions of different majors 
and careers arc available online 
with information of the different 
careers and potential employers. 
If students can·c make up their 
mind with the list and advice, 
they could take the Discover 
test. Discover is a self~asscssment 
program that helps measure your 
abilities and personalicies into 
suggesting me perfect career for 
you. Career Services also gives 
advice to students who are thinking 
about attending graduate school. 
Not only does Career Services 
help out academically. but it offers a 
wide range of jobs and internships. 
It hdps srudcnts write an cffeccive, 
professional resume that will catch 
potential employers. le provides 
job searches, fairs and Listings. as 
well as tips on different types of 
interviews. 
Rcccndy, Career Services staned 
having cxtemships. 
"Last year WC bad 70 and this 
year we had 120. It's a growing 
progmn," said Linda L Moore, 
Career Services' director. 
Career Services also provides 
different information from 
a~mic advisers. Moore said 
Career Services tries to update 
academic advisers on what's hot 
and what's not in the job market. 
For more information call 581-
2412. 
"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID." SECTION D 
Things to do around to-wn 
CHARLESTON 
Children's clothing store 
transformed into candy 
shop 
By Julia Bourque 
Staff Reporter 
Walking inro rhe score, a shelf 
full of "Pony Pucry," "Sea Monkeys," 
"Whoopee Cushions" and other kids' 
toys srands at the right. 
On the lefc, a counter showcases 
several flavors of hand-dipped, premium 
ice cream and old-fashioned soda 
machines used to make green rivers, 
shakes and malrs. 
In rhe back, a jukebox and pinball 
machine complete the 1950s' motif of 
Giraffe Confectionary. 
Located at 516 Sixrh St. on thesquare 
in Charleston, Giraffe Confectionary 
has cacered to residents of all ages since 
2004, creating after-school memories for 
some and reliving memories for others. 
"I've always been fond of ice cream 
soda shops from the I 950s and '60s," said 
owner Jackie Tarrant. "My mother used 
ro rake me co a drive-in, and I'd always 
get an ice cream soda. I just wanted co 
offer those same kinds of rreacs to people 
in Charleston." 
In its beginning stage 28 years ago, 
Tarrant operated Giraffe from her home 
on Madison Srreet. 
Giraffe, as it was named before it 
became a confectionary, sold "upscale" 
children's clothing, Tarrant said. 
After her children graduated from 
high school and moved on to college, 
Tarrant decided to go to school herself 
at Eastern Illinois Universiry co get her 
master's degree in social work. 
After earning her degree, Tarrant 
closed Giraffe and did social work in 
Charleston for four years. 
Tarrant then decided to go back into 
business and reopened Giraffe ar 608 
610 Sixth Sc. in Charlescon. 
Bue after only a few years of operation, 
the building was destroyed by fire in 
2003, and Tarrant was forced to relocate 
once again. 
This time, however, she wanted 
co sell more than children's clothing; 
she decided co turn Giraffe into a 
confectionary. 
The menu at Giraffe Confectionary 
includes items such as ice cream, 
which is the store's besr seller, to candy 
cigarettes. 
Tarrant said some of rhe top sellers 
for the old-fashioned candy are the 
Bun candy bars, Docs (the little dots of 
candy on a long sheec of white paper) 
and Valomilk, which is like a Reese's 
bur filled with marshmallow inscead of 
peanuc hurter. 
The cheapest item on the menu is a 
single scoop of ice cream in a cone for 
$1.45. The most expensive item is the 
banana splic for $4.95. 
"The banana split is very big and 
gooey," Tarrant said. "I've only seen cwo 
customers who have been able to ear the 
whole thing by themselves." 
Giraffe Confectionary is open from 
11 a.m. co 7 p.m. Monday through 
Saturday and can by reached at 217 -348-
5734 for. further information. 
ALE PHOTO 
Brady Upton, grandson of Jackie Tarrant, owner of Giraffe Confectionary, takes a lick of his favorite ice cream - mint chololate chip - on May 
10, 2006. 
. .. . . . . . .. 
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Tarble Arts Center offers opportunity to display works 
By Jess Kinsella 
Stall Reporter 
Vibrant oil paintings to detailed charcoal on paper line che walls of che Tarble Arts Center. _ 
The center, on Ninth Street next to Buzzard Hall, offers plenty of opportunities for students 
co view all rypes of art work. 
Student shows and exhibitions ranging from traditional paint and princ to computer based 
or pre-historic artifacts are on display year round, said Kit Morice, curator of education. 
Mose of the a.n:work on display is accompanied with a statement from the artist describing 
what they envisioned or how they went about creating the piece. 
The center is currently gathering Abraham Lincoln pieces for their permanent summer 
collection scaning June 3, Morice said. 
Not only does the arts cencer provide srudent, community and featured artists' work, but it 
holds theater productions as well. 
The center jusc expanded the atrium area in 2004, which provides a large area for the plays 
ro take place. 
The Charleston Community Theacer group, which consists of Eastern students and members 
of che community, performs about three productions throughout the year ac the center, Morice 
said. 
Various recitals and private music shows involving students or members of che community 
are also held at che center, Morice said. 
The Tarble Arcs Center books its artists and displays about a year in advance so char it can 
provide a monthly newsletter for the year, Morice said. 
Summer hours for the center are from l 0 a . m. ro 4 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, and 
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday. 
If students have questions they can call the Tarble Arcs Center at (217)-581-ARTS(2787). 
T ~c!.,~.~at~!Ru'!. m!!~er~ooll~~d~.Pw~s .~~,~ .oQ~-o~o ~! !'!~~. 
"We have some people that can't "I like it because I'm a people the ingredients - not even the care," she said. Stall Reporter 
The sound of people singing 
their heans out co country, dance 
and rock music echoes from The 
Station on every Thursday through 
Saturday nights. 
But thac is nor all. 
Appetizers, pool tables and dam 
are also popuJar during the week ac 
The Station on 611 Monroe Ave. 
Bur karaoke is the big thing, said 
even carry a rune, buc some are person and I like the socializing," bartenders. le is already made-up Jim Mcbride is the deejay in 
really good," she said. "So. it really she said. "Bue ir is funny to see before the night, she said. charge of karaoke on Thursday and 
balances itself out." how crazy the students can get Rardin has managed The Station Friday nights, and a group called All 
Thursday is the big college night sometimes." since her sister, Theresa Smith, cook Scar Karaoke does it on Saturday. 
because many scudents come here The Station does have daily it over in April of2005. "It's normally precry exciting 
after bingo at The Moose, Rardin drink and shot specials, as well as She worked in day-care for 10 with the kids (students) up here 
said. jdlo shots on karaoke nights. years. So it was like going from all che time," said Vern Mathias, 
Bue it is mostly a cownie bar A lot of people love che Purple babysitting little kids to "big kid" All Scar Karaoke, who switches on 
because the lack of rransporcation Tickler and the Sweet Tare shots, drunks," Rardin said laughing. and off doing the karaoke with his 
for some srudents ro The Square, she said. "By the time chey gee four or five daughter, Heather, on Saturday 
however, we would prefer to have Bue the Purple Tickler is a drinks in chem, chey gee up there nights. 
How £ar ca...n. 
srret:ch? 
'V<l"e Can I-lelp! 
Call 581-7786 ~<>schedule your FR.EE 
co.n:li.de.n.tlal :.6.:na.nclal 
peer education. session today! 
Have any inlcrcstinl aews tips? 
PlcasC lctau rcplrmbn. 
Cal~ 581-1942 
Serving 
Breakfast, Lunch, & Dinner 
•• •• : 8'Welcome Back Ell!• S 
Open 7 days a week 5am-1 Opm 
Carry out available 
• 345-7518 I 222 Madison Ave. I Charleston, IL 
. 
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Remember us for 
all of your events 
- Greek Week 
- Homecoming 
- Graduation 
- RSO Ceremonies 
-Awards 
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CHARLESTON - 426 W. LINCOLN AVE. 
34&-agag 
College Value Menu 
@u®@0@ lt7©Uiru Ufu@ ~ fl®CT @~[SW ~CfffJ @®@Dug 
1.) Large 1 Topping (thin or original crust) CVMl 5.) Chickenstrips & 20oz. CVM5 
2.) Cheesesticks & 20oz. CVM2 6.) Small 3 Topping & 20oz. CVM6 
3.) Small 1 Topping & Breadsticks CVM3 7.) Wings & 20oz. CVM7 
4.) Medium 2 Topping CVM4 8.) Small 2 Topping & Sweetreat CVM8 
Order online @ papajohns.com 
Use the promo code (CVM#) to the right of each listed item to redeem these offers online. 
Lunc:h, C>inne-r or Late- i'light 
HOURS: 
rflPAJOBO 
• 
Mon.-Thurs.: 
Fri. & Sat.: 
Sunday: 
10:00 a.m. -1:30 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. - 2:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. - 11 :30 p.m. 
Offer Expires May 08. Not valid with any other offer or discount. Customer pays all applicable sales taxes. Show College Value Menu Key Card. 
School already got your head 'bobbling'? 
Take an early break and come to BASH WEEK!! 
Enter your name each night for a 
chance to win a Dwight Schrute 
bobble-head doll!! 
---...-.... ,, We will draw the winning name o 
Grab a couple of friends or 
come by yourself and listen 
to music, eat free food,and 
meet people as we kick off 
the year with an exciting 
BASH WEEK activity every 
night! 
Wednesday, August 23rd at our 
Wednesday Night large gathering 
•(Must be present on wednesday to clam P ze 
BASH WEEK SCHEDULE: cut on line and hang on mirror or fridge for easy reference. 
----------------------------------------------------------------
COME HANG 
OUT WITH US 
FOR 
SOMETHING 
FUN EVERY 
NIGHT OF 
BASH WEEK 
Thursday 16th 
Friday 17th 
-~~~-
Saturday 18th 
Sunday 19th 
Monday 20th 
Tuesday 21st 
Wednesday 22nd 
Ice Cream Social@ 7 pm 
Praise Night @ 7 pm 
- --
Ultimate Frisbee@ 2 pm 
Burger Bash @6 pm 
Sunday Worship @ 1O:30 am 
Pizza Dinner @ 6 pm 
Concert @ 7 pm 
Block Party @ 7 pm 
---
Bible Study @ 7 pm 
All Events are at the Campus House and are FREE . 
2231 s.L 4th St.(across from' lawson Han)' ••••••• WWW. Ccl'l1lJ>US-hOU$e. com 
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CHARLESTON 
Twice is Nice cuts summer prices 
By Courtney Stanley 
Staff Reporter 
Nancy Kuykendall jumped at the chance 
of opening a resale consignmcnc shop 17 
years ago when her sister-in-law, Laura 
Arwi ne, approached her with the idea. 
She had always been a fan of resale shops 
and garage sales. 
ul've always loved clothing and I love 
working with people," she said. 
So in 1987 -they did it. They opened 
Twice is Nice in Tuscola, Ill., when a two-
story Victorian house came up for sale in an 
auction. 
But KUfkendall, from Tuscola, even rually 
went solo and moved the store to a college 
town - Charleston, ill. 
The store was loaued on the south side 
of The Square in Charleston for two years. 
But she re-opened it on 1100 18m St. to have 
room for furniture and other merchandise. 
The majoriry of customers are working 
families, bur srudenrs seem co come in more 
everyday. And a lot of men, too, she said. 
The score has everything from couches 
and chairs to women's, men's, and children's 
clothing. 
"I think just having a good resale shop is 
a service to the communiry," she said. 
Especially since the only place to buy 
clothing now in Charleston is Wal-Man and 
Maurice's. 
And there are always sales, Kuykendall 
said. 
They usually stare 30 days after each 
season and gradually increase. Everything 
is 20 percenc off in March, 30 percent off 
in June and 50 percent off in July. But in 
August, Twice is Nice has a two-week indoor 
garage sale where items are sold near garage 
sale prices. 
"Things are carried out of here in crash 
bags," she said. 
Bue studencs are offered an extra 10 
percent discount every day with a student 
identification card, she said. 
Twice is Nice also clears most of the floor 
twice a year, in February and August, and 
donates the rchandise to organizations 
like Teen RI:.. 1. 
A person bring in up to 50 items of 
CHARLESTON 
EIK Kll.T11EI I TIIE OAIU WTID llfWS 
A manequinn rests at a table displaying some of the wares of Twice is Nice resale shop, located at 1100 18th St. 
clothing during the year co consign for a six-
month period with an appointment. 
Bue she said they won't take any clothes 
chat have been sitting in a closet for the past 
20 years. 
They do have co be in good shape, in sryle 
and ready ro go on the floor. 
And many of the cloches are name brand, 
she said. 
Also, 50 percent of the sale is split with 
the client when it sells. 
"1 think Nancy is a really nice lady and 
easy to negotiate with," said Steven Larrik, 
a senior journalism major ac Eastern. "The 
qualicy of the stuff is really good, especially 
on the furniture." 
With furniture, a call is all chat is needed 
co let her know it is coming. 
Bue if the item has not sold in 90 days, 
the owner will have to come and pick it up. 
She said she does have co watch what is 
corning in and out and watch the floor. 
When she doesn'c have room for anything 
else, she scops caking things. But with 
clothes, it is dilferenr. 
If we have co line them up in the 
backroom -we will, she said. 
uAnd I often here, do you get tired of 
dealing with cloches all the rime?" she said. 
"And no, no, 1 really don't." 
She said she almost closed the store in 
Tuscola years ago when the Tanger Outlet 
Mall slowed business when it opened. 
Bue her daughter told her she had to cry 
harder, which is why she moved the score to 
a college town. 
The building and the location in 
Charleston is great, she said. 
No parking problems, a lot of room and a 
dock out back to load the furniture. 
"And for any young person or young 
entrepreneur who's thinking about starting a 
business, this really is a good business," she 
said. "I've been it for 17 years." 
Gr and ma-like feel at Spence's 
.,,, Jesse Funk 
aff Reporter 
For Linda Spence, owner of the vintage 
clothing store Spence's, 722 Jackson Ave., a 
little crazy is a good thing. 
Customers can definitely feel the vibe upon 
walking into Spence's, which is like walking 
into grandma's aerie, except more organized. 
Everything inside Spence's inspires an 
"Oh, my gosh" factor, with eclectic decora-
tions like sombreros on the walls, restaurant 
signs, Marilyn Monroe cutouts, and classic 
movie posters. 
"Ir cakes a strange person co do something 
like this," the warm and friendly Linda Spen-
ce says. 
Linda has been living in Charleston 43 
years and has owned vintage stores for 33 
years. 
The display windows omside work well co 
reel customers in, with well ·reserved vintage 
clothes and items like old earner~. radios and 
record players showcased. 
"It's hard to pare with some of the dis-
plays," Linda says. "Bue if you catch me in the 
right mood, I jusr might sell one of them." 
It's hard not to catch Linda in a good 
mood , and if you're lucky you may even sec 
her dancing and singing inside the score, or 
even talking co her cats. 
Spence's wasn't always on Jackson Avenue 
in Charleston, though. August marks the 
three year anniversary of the Jackson Avenue 
location. 
Before Jackson, Spence's was in a house on 
Buchanan Screcc. 
The opportunity arose for Linda co buy 
the current building and she grabbed it. 
"Everything fell into place," Linda says. 
"Business is better here, and I love the com-
muniry of businesses around. We're all neigh-
bors; we take care of each omer." 
Business is indeed better on Jackson Av-
enue, but that can't all be attributed co loca-
tion. 
Linda's hardworking and resilient spirit 
shows in the cloches, jewelry and shoes thac 
are on sale ac Spence's. 
"I love doing this for a living," Linda says. 
"If you didn't love it, you would hate it." 
The vintage sh op business isn't as laid back 
as,it see.ms~ 
Linda wakes up early every morning co 
scour other resale shops, the Salvation Army, 
charities, rummage sales and individuals for 
great looking vintage cloches and accessories. 
"You have to be inruitive of what you buy," 
she says. Linda hand-picks everything for sale 
in her store, even though she's nor always sure 
what will sell. 
"Everything is a guess~" she exclaims 
brightly. 
Linda looks co TY, movies and regular 
people co see what uends arc popular now and 
what uends will probably be popular soon. 
Linda is at a loss for words to describe her 
own score, though. 
One customer probably sums ir up best 
with "!e's like a playground!" 
Many cuscomers (and Linda, coo) do feel 
like Spence's is one, big playground. 
It's a store where one could find Dorothy's 
ruby red slippers, Marilyn Monroe's pearl 
the many choices. 
Linda says her most popular items are 
scarves for women and belt buckles and ties 
for men, besides clothing. 
Spence's also sells jewelry, shoes, bars, 
purses, pipes and even vinyl records. Linda 
will take special orders, roo, so don't be afraid 
co ask. 
Even though Linda has enjoyed success at 
her current location, it's nor the profits or even 
the cloches she will remember most fondly. 
"The best pan is the people I meet," Linda 
says, smiling. "I've really been very lucky to 
make friends with the kids char have worked 
here, and the customers, too." 
When talking to Linda, one can cell she 
rruly loves what she does by her friendly, re-
laxed demeanor and helpful attitude. 
Even though some might call her "a liccle 
crazy," more people are even luckier co call her 
a friend. 
Spence's on Jackson is open noon to 5 
p.m. Tuesday through Friday and from 1 co 
5 p.m. Saturday. 
BUSINESS HOURS AND LOCATION 
" Whe•: Noon until 5 p.m. Tuesday through Friday: 
Saturday 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. 
n Wllete: 722 Jackson Ave. 
necklace or Frank Sinatra's fedora amo~t - . 
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REA5VRE 15LAN 
New and Used Furniture 
Come EXP LO R-.E our store! 
OPEN Mon.-Fri. 10am-5pm 
Sat. 10am-2pm 
Phone 348.1041 I 620 W State St., Charleston 
IMMANUEL LUTIIERAN 
CAMPUS MINISTRY £~1S\ 
l\ c~ s't\)\) c_Q~ \f, Worship every Sunday 
-\J Trad. @ 8:00 & Praise @ 10:45 AM 
Sand Volleyball on Monday @ 6PM 
Student Fellowship & refreshments Wed. @ 8PM 
Sponsored by Immanuel Lutheran Campus Ministry 
No Pressure, no expectations, we just want to 
welcome you with a free home, cooked meal, and a 
friendly atmosphere. Bring your friends along for food 
and a great time! 
SUNDAY, AUG. 26TH @ 5PM 
Immanuel Lutheran is located on 9th St. 
across from the Tarble Arts Center. See you there! 
Look for the tents. Come Rain or Shine. 
www.eiu.edu/-eiulsf • 345-3431 
DISCOUNT I 
MICRO-FRIDGE.S I 
fORUUROOMS I 
• J' l 
YOUR PANIHIR CARDI 
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With all these benefits, 
Panther Checking Makes it Happen! 
• No minimum balance 
• No maintenance ex ac:li-v;ty fee 
• Cheek safekeeping required 
• Free checks to start your account 
• Free ATM access on campus and at all First Mid ATMJ 
• Free Online Banking and Bill Pay 
• Free Terephone Banking 
• Panther Transfer - ask us about this convenient service/ 
Use your "Powered Up" Panther Card as your: 
Student ID, Untver!lty Access, Ubrary & Meal Cord, ATM & DebJt Card. 
To open your Panther Checking Aa:ount, 
or for more information, call or vop by our 
BU Campus Banking Center• 345-8340 
lloc:al&cl In Iha Uniwnly Unb~ 
or visit us online at www.firstmid.com. 
UNIVERSITY BOARD 
Presents 
First 
Mid-Illinois 
• Bank• Trust 
Bcmuc Yn Bxpfrf Mon. 
I 
See back I 
page of this I 
2007 WELCOME BACK WEEKEND EVENTS 
issue. I 
I 
I 
Mark your calendar for August 16-18, as University Board, the student entertainment board, welcomes 
back all new and returning EIU students! Join Univertiy Board for an exciting weekend of PUN! 
·--------· 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 16 : FRIDAY, AUGUST 17 : SATURDAY, AUGUST 18 
This Space 
For Sale 
•Prime Location 
•On Campus 
•Put Your business 
in front of 10,000+ 
Students 
Faculty 
Staff 
call the Den 
217-581-2816 
"Mix-It-Up!" -New Student Mixer: "Lights Out'' Up All Night : "Island Fever" Quakin' the 
Thursday. August 16 : -Late Night at the Union : Quad -Saturday, August 18 
7pm-10pm, South Quad : Friday, August 17 : 6pm-10pm, South Quad 
Rain Location- University Ball Room : Bpm-1 am. MLK Jr. Union • Rain Location- McAfee Gym 
Live OJ, Playfair, giveaways, t-shirts : Rain Location- McAfee Gym : giveaways. Hula/Fire Dancers. 
and MORE! • Featuring comedy show, : Tiki Bar. Wild Wave Slide Surf & 
• 
• movie, "the Glow Zone" dance • Slide, t-shirts and MORE! 
• • 
• party, BINGO, Cosmic Bowling, • 
• • 
• Pod shuttle, food, giveaways, • 
prizes & MORE! 
Special Thanks to Our Sponsors 
University Board, EIU Parents Club, Student Life, Greek Life, MLK Jr. Union, Housing 
& Dining, Minority Affairs, Orientation, Facilities & Planning, Pepsi Company 
LOOK FOR MORE INFOMATION ON THESE EVENfS OR 
HOW TO JOIN UNNERSITY BOARD 
ON-LINE AT www.eiu.edu/-uboard 
I •iJ Things to do 
Education comes in many forms 
-Cheap- or -Expensive-
Greek Functions I Parties I Social Transit 
Quotes Call 217-348-7223 /Give us a call, we'll haul y'all! 
;; 
Lal<e Land 
College 
,«~· ~COUf 
oo donl have to stop surfing_ 
heck out our fall online classes 
@ www.la kelandcollegaedu 
~bgAugustm 
Classes heajn At~ :i1 
(:z_v)~.tj· 
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A dog walks down a path near the Embarras River at the Fox Ridge 
State Park. The park, located south of Charleston on route 130, offers 
numerous trails and picinic shelters available year round. 
ea 
with us 
and get a 
Check out our newly rede1i9ned 
web1He wUh 11ide1how1. 
podca1t1.and 1torie1 
@ d111111w1.oom 
2 7 Full Time Staff, 
6 Graduate Assistants, 
1 0 Student Workers 
·. ~ gn ffi Q::I? 
o=G3ffiI1~ 
Gilli!tG rn:J ~ 
mm C® 00 o 0883 o 0 
1 Mission .... 
Working Toga*her C'o NlainC'ain a Haal~hy EIU 
Health Service 
Medtcal Clinic 
217.581 .2727 
EAs'l'EauJ ILLINOIS JNIVF.:RSITY 
Health E.duc;ation Resource Center 
·. 217.S9t.7786 
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Old-feel screen doesn't get old 
By Cathy Bayer 
Campus Reporter 
Not much bas changed since 
1938. 
At lease not at the Will Rogers 
Theater in downtown Charleston. 
A faded yellow sign with burnt 
orange stripes announces "Will 
Rogers," with rust encrusnng the 
edges. 
Lights line the sign and the 
marquee, which liscs the cheater's 
cwo featured films. 
The sides of the building 
continue chc yellow trend with 
srripes. The bright colors stand 
ouc from the other buildings in 
Charleston's square. 
For the mosc pan. the cheater is 
just as it was nearly 70 years ago. 
Because of ics scyle, the Will 
Rogers Theater is on che National 
Historic Register. 
Will Rogers Theater is a second-
run theater, meaning movies are 
played there after spending time at 
a bigger theater. In this case, \Y/ill 
Rogers and Showplac.e I 0 work 
coge1her, since they're both owned 
bv Kcrasores Theaters. 
• le dosed in che early '80s, and 
was bought hy Kerasoces lheaters, 
rcopemng in 1984. The company 
changed che one-screen cheater 
into two screens. 
The remodeling upset many 
Charlescon residents, said Robert 
Harrison, g(.neral manager at Will 
Rogers 111cacer. 
The theater's an deco-style 
ceiling was also covered, in order 
to accommodate the theater-screen 
split. A plain drop ceiling was 
added. 
People didn'c wane the art deco, 
1930s, depression-era styles co be 
changed. So rather than tear down 
the ceiling, the drop ceiling conceals 
the classic ceiling, Harrison said. 
The outdoor ticket box chat 
FILE PHOTO 
Will Rogers Theater in downtown Charleston as it appears in 2006. The Theater has been around for nearly 
70 years. Will Rogers Theater is a second-run movie theater, which runs films no longer at bigger theaters. 
protrudes from the building's from 
is no longer used. The concession 
stand changed locations, handicap-
accessible restrooms were installed 
and the theater's balconies arc no 
longer there. 
However, that's where the 
changes end. 
An an deco-style mirror occupies 
the wall across the cwo theater 
entrances. Adjacent to the mirror is 
a portrait that nearly cakes up the 
entire wall. It's of Will Rogers, a 
famous actor and vaudeville star. 
Rogers died in 1937, the same 
year the theater was built. The idea 
was co honor che accor, as well as 
attach a well-known name co the 
theater, Harri~on said. 
The cheater can hold nearly 300 
people. 
"'Walk the Line' filled quite a 
few seats because of all the baby 
boomcrs wanting co see the film," 
he said. 
"Walk the Linc" was showing for 
four weeks, while movies usually 
lase only a week, because of the 
overwhelming demand of people 
wanting to sec the movie. 
Children's movies also do well. 
There's only one problem: 
Students don't often go co the 
cheater. 
"I always say I'm going to (go), 
and then don't," said Kaitlin Kasper, 
a freshman math education major. 
When she does go co chc 
movies, it's co do something outside 
Charleston, she said. 
"I do intend co go someday, 
(though)," she said. 
Bue not a lot of college srudcncs 
go to even the evening or lace night 
shows, Harrison said. 
Melissa Veverka, a freshman 
dcmcncary education major, said 
she didn't know the theater existed. 
She said she would definitely go, 
but had no idea about the theater. 
"I love watching movies," she 
said. 
When she wants to sec a movie, 
she goes to Showplace 10 in 
Mattoon. 
Jin Ma, a biology graduate 
student, said she also had never 
heard anything about the theater. 
On a good wcckcnd at 
Showplace 10, more than 2,000 
movie tickets arc sold a day, 
said Brandee Tywcll, manager at 
Showplace 10. On a slower day, the 
theater sells anywhere from 1,000 
co l ,500 tickers, she said. 
Michelle Garrard, a junior math 
major, has heard of chc sccond-
run theater, but has no interest in 
going. "They don't show the new 
movies," she said. 
Currently, che cheater is playing 
"The Chronicles of Narnia: 
·n1e Lion, The Wirch and The 
Wardrobe," which opened Jan. 9, 
and "Cheaper by the Dozen 2," 
which opened Dec. 21. 
A booking department in 
Chicago decides what movies will 
play at both Showplace 10 and 
Will Rogers cheaters, said Dale 
French, area manager for Kerasoces 
Theaters. The reason Charleston 
and Mattoon don't gee ccnain 
films is just a matter of availability, 
he said. 
Harrison, who has been working 
at the Will Rogers Theater since 
2003, likes the laid-back feeling 
and atmosphere of che theater. He 
sees a lot of the same people come 
m to sec a movie. 
When regulars come up co the 
concession stand, he already knows 
what they want, which adds co the 
movie-going experience, he said. 
The movies are also cheaper 
than at a regular theater because of 
the lack of stadium seating and the 
theater's single speaker. 
Former cook made diners feel at home 
By Michael Peterson 
Verge Reporter 
Marianne Furrar is chc kind of 
person who someone would foci 
they've known their entire life in 
JUSt 5 minutes of talking with her. 
Wearing her hair pulled back, a 
flower-donned shirt and a brown 
apron char says, "When in doubt, 
smother ic with chocolate" visiors 
would have never guessed that she 
just got ouc of the hospital from a 
103.5-degrec fever, leaking small 
intestines and a perforated ulcer. 
"I was in the hospital for 
seven days," Furrar said. "I was so 
graceful chat my kids cook care of 
everything. I was lucky." 
Furrar, who was born in 
Mannheim, Germany. is the owner 
of Marianne's Euro Diner located 
at 615 Monroe Ave. in the square. 
In fact, she is the only female 
restaurant owner in Charleston. 
She said she came ro the United 
Scates in the 1970s co work for 
her aunt who was the owner of 
the "Little Mexico" restaurant in 
Mattoon. 
She opened her diner in 1998 
because she wanted co have a 
Europe.in restaurant with an 
emphasis on quality rather than 
quantity. 
"1 don't have French fries and 
' 
FILE PHOTO 
Marianne Furrar, owner of Marianne's, prepares some food for her 
customers. Marianne's is located at 615 Monroe Ave. in the square of 
downtown Charleston. 
I don't have cheeseburgers. Sorry 
people," 
Furrar said with a smile on 
her face. "Bue I do have locs 
of vegetarian items as well as 
homemade food items." 
" - As well as some of che 
smoorhesr coffee in Charleston," 
chimed in one of the customers 
sining at a table while drinking his 
cup. 
Furrar is constantly trying co 
• I • 
find ways co get studencs involved. 
For example, every Wednesday 
she serves $3.95 all-you-can-eac 
spaghetti, and on Friday's from 8 
to 10 p.m. she feacurcs live mw;ic 
from local artists. 
Bue probably the first thing 
one will notice when walking into 
Marianne's is the simple yet elegant 
European decor of the diner. 
Pictures of professors, f ricnili 
and ocher ~usro~ers hang from the 
I i o ; 4 .... 
peach-colored walls. 
Another defining feature of the 
restaurant is something called the 
professor cable. 
It is a specific table ar tviarianne's 
that is always reserved for the 
professors, many of whom have 
gone co the diner on a regular basis 
since it opened eight years ago. 
"I've never been to the school, 
but I know all the professors. And 
I just love chem to pieces," said 
Jasmine Mannin, an employee ar 
Marianne's. "\Y/e've done catering 
for professors at ocher universities 
and they always act like we are 
below them. Here it's not like 
that." 
Arguably the most important 
feature of the diner is the real sense 
of community. 
It feels like "Cheers" in the sense 
that when you go there everybody 
knows your name. 
"Being here is like being pare 
of a family," Mannin said. "When 
I gor pregnant she was like, 'I'm 
going to be in the ddivery room!"' 
One thing Furrar does is hire 
people that other employers might 
find coo risky because of their past. 
Furrar, on che other hand, hires 
them because she believes chat 
everyone in life deserves a second 
chance. 
She thjnks 1he world would 
,, 
be a bercer place if people learned 
co accept one another rather than 
"pointing fingers." 
"She also helped me find an 
apartment," Mannin said. "If it's in 
her power co help, she will do it." 
So why does Furrar do this? 
For one, Furrar docs not believe in 
comcidences. 
She believes that everything in 
life has a purpose. 
The hard times are just an 
obstacle that we need co overcome, 
and it is those times chat make us 
who we are. 
"I am a Christian, and I am 
very careful when I say chis because 
the term bas become so wacercd-
down," Furrar said. "But I do have 
a faith that allows me co draw from 
a higher power. I think chat is part 
of whac makes me who I am." 
Furrar also landlords a duplex 
as well as a room that is above her 
restaurant. 
ln the 70s she owned a Mexican/ 
German cuisine restaurant called 
"Muchachos" and in the 80s she 
owned a jewelry, gold and silver 
score called the "Gold Buyer." 
"Because I am very outgoing 
:tnd I have had several businesses 
before I know a loc of people in 
chis area and a lot of people know 
me," Furrar said. "My personality 
js whar fOU see is whac you ger." 
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lntramurals: word gets around 
AJ W•tson 
Staff Reporter 
"We have quite a bit of 
participants compared to other 
schools when I discuss it with my 
colleagues; said Kevin Linker, 
director of intramurals. 
Through intramural activities 
students arc able co unleash their 
competitive edge or the just gee co 
enjoy recreational activities ranging 
from a bags tournament to a 
wrestling meet. 
According to Linker Eastern has 
nearly 45 activities for students to 
participate in year round including, 
6vc singles and doubles tournaments 
each semester, seven team spons 
and eight special evcncs. 
When deciding what activities 
to offer the university must 
6nd activities they think will be 
recreational and activities students 
will wantto participate in. University 
officials must also factor in total 
cost of the activity and availability 
of staffing. Students arc allowed to 
make suggestions on activities they 
would like to sec offered. 
.. That's bow dodgcball was 
implcmcnced," Linker said, "but we 
have co make sure it is going co be 
WELCOME BACK EIU STUDENTS & FACULTY 
FAI Tl/IE 
-------~7AUTOSEIVICE 
.1.1youR COMPlETE CAR CARE CENTER'' 
411 MADISON STRED· CHARlESTON, 11. 
("~ '. ctXFEHllHES •TIRES • S~OCKS & STRUTS • BRAKES HanKOOK 
• ALIGNMENTS • LUBE·Oll·FILTEI 
• BATIEllES •ALTERNATORS• STARTERS MICHl!LIN' ~: 
• TIANSMISSIOH FLUSH •A/C SERVICE "--'°~1 .. 1d•c..'Qw1M.: ~ 
•FLUSH AND FILLS. EXHAUST I & MORE! 7YOKOHAMA TIRES 
WELCOME 
Jf011RS: 
Sun.-Tliurs. 
10:30 am-9:00 ym 
:Fri. & Sat. 
10:30 am-10:00 ym 
worthwhile." 
To gee students involved, the 
university tells the resident advisors 
in the dorms about the activities 
and cold co let the students on their 
floors know as well as post flyers. 
The university also has 
information posted on its official 
website. However, the most effective 
way students find out about the 
different activities seems to be word 
of mouth. 
"Friends Ice me know through 
word of mouth," said Tnn Dietze, a 
junior secondary education English 
major. 
"This guy I sic next to in my 
Diversity in Schools and Culture 
class said his wife was looking for 
an extra person for their basketball 
team," said Jessica Wendel, a 
freshman physical education major. 
The Daily Eastern Ne\vs Is Hiring! 
We are also looking The Daily Eastern 
for talented adver- News is looking for 
tising designers and these and numer-
salespeople. If you a ous other positions 
iare creative person, 01 for next year. Please 
good with people, an<l contact us, if you are 
are interested please interested because in-
call us at 581-2816 or terviews and training 
email us at will begin soon! 
denads@eiu.edu 
S'I'UDENTS 
I~yourilf 
WvO"Uf" 
Martini Bar 
L011N(i1: Jf OV.'RS: 
.Jvt.on. -Sat. 
unti{ 1:00 am 
14 05 4 tfi Street · Cfiar{eston, IL 61920 · (217) 348-1200 
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• NEW NIGHTCLUB OPENING FALL '07 • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
GRINDERS • PIZZA • WINGS & MORE ••• 
MONDAY-SUNDAY 10:30 AM-MIDNIGHT 
435 LINCOLN AVENUE• (HARLESTON, IL 61920 • (217) 345-BOXA (2692) 
